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It’s a supply, not a
supply-chain problem
hen will the global chip squeeze
begin to abate? It depends on
who you ask, but it appears that
it’s going to get worse before it
gets better. Predictions range
between mid-2022, and possibly as late as
2023, but there’s little clarity, what with the
complexity of supply chains.
Alviva boss Pierre Spies is in a good
position to know, and as he told our writer
Adrian Hinchcliffe for his piece on page 16,
the company has six to eight months’ stock on
order that it’s still waiting for. These shortages
are affecting HP, Dell, and Lenovo, but there’s
no wait for brands such as Acer, Asus or
Huawei. He says corporates tend to want the
tier-one brands, and are prepared to wait.
At the recent Canalys Forum, George
Hope, WW partner sales, Hewlett Packard
Enterprise, said the supply chain squeeze has
been a big problem, but that it’s a problem
facing everyone, including its competitors. It’s
a supply problem, he added, not a supplychain problem. He thought the company has
been able to mitigate against it, and it’s taken
proactive inventory measures, such as its CFO
setting aside a significant amount of money
to stock up on things that were going to be in
short supply. “We have a billion and change
in inventory on hand for customers,” is the
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way he put it. The squeeze has also affected
HPE. Reporting its third quarter results in late
August, sales fell short of predictions, in part
due to the chip shortage. This was partly offset
by higher PC prices. CEO Enrique Lores said it
was being held back by the part shortage, but
that PC demand remains strong.

Ripple effect

Also at the Canalys Forum was Anwar Dahab,
senior vice-president, Channel, EMEA, Dell
Technologies, who said many industries were
competing for the same components, such as
carmakers. He expected the supply problems
to be with the world for some time, and that
there was a need for more manufacturing
capacity. “But you don’t build a factory
overnight, so we will have some friction in the
supply chain for some time.” However, he said
that Dell has managed to differentiate its supply
chain. “I speak to partners every day, and
one thing that we keep hearing is that we’re
predictable. There are extended lead times on
certain products, primarily with PCs, and we
don’t have challenges on the infrastructure
side, but at least we can give our partners
good visibility when they’ll get their deliveries.”
The shortage is also starting to bite the
server market, at least in Europe, where sales
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have now fallen to their lowest ebb in four
years. According to Canalys, the ripple effect
of the chip shortage is ‘imminent’, and that
datacentre component providers have warned
of longer lead times and higher prices.
It seems there’s little that anyone can do,
and as Gartner points out, there have been a
number of contributing factors, such as labour
shortages in manufacturing and transport
brought about by differing quarantine directives
around the world. Kamala Raman, an analyst
at Gartner’s supply chain business, points out
that the world is now less globalised than it
was a couple of years ago, and also suggests
that supply chains should be diversified. That
may be good advice, but cold comfort for those
reliant on semiconductors from the East.
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stat attack

A roundup of the latest industry forecasts, statistics, trends and predictions.
Compiled by Paul Booth & Adrian Hinchcliffe

Growth market

The semiconductor market will grow by 17.3%
in 2021, compared to 10.8% growth in 2020,
forecasts IDC.

Back to the office
79% of office workers aspire to be back in the office
at least once a week, up from 74% last year, while
just 37% feel more productive at home, down from
48% last year, finds research from JLL.

Breaches more expensive
Global revenue for the AI market, including
software, hardware and services, is estimated to
grow 15.2% year-over-year in 2021, to
$342 billion, predicts IDC.

Data breaches now cost South African companies
R46 million per incident on average − the
highest cost in six years, finds research from IBM
Security and Ponemon Institute.

x
According to IDC, worldwide shipments of
PCs are expected to grow 14.2% to
347 million units in 2021.

60% of employees experience frustration with
new software, finds a global Gartner survey.

IT

Government IT spending is up globally, says
Gartner, as it forecasts total spending of
$557.3 billion in 2022, an increase of
6.5% from 2021.

Global shipments of gaming PCs are set
to grow from 41.3 million in 2020 to
52.3 million in 2025, representing a
4.8% CAGR, says IDC.

44% of SA IT decision-makers admit they
experienced unplanned system downtime during
the pandemic, according to Dell Technologies.

86% of marketing leaders in the US, Canada, France,
Germany and the UK believe digital commerce will
become the most important sales channel within the
next two years, finds a Gartner survey.
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#Ransomware,
Are you
Protected?
Protect, detect and recover from a ransomware attack

Rowland Gcwensa, Veritas Brand
Manager at First Distribution

W

hile cyber-crime has long
plagued industries, the
rapid rise of ransomware
should terrify most organisations. In fact, since 2019, ransomware
attacks have grown by 365%, meaning
this particular cyber-threat may be the
most dangerous threat currently facing
organisations and consumers. To highlight the threat further, it has been predicted that globally, by 2031, a business
will fall victim to a ransomware attack
every two seconds.
Historically, suggests Rowland Gcwensa, Veritas Brand Manager at First Distribution, adopting a unified approach to
backup helps to ensure your data is protected against such attacks, regardless of
where your data resides.
“However, Veritas recommends prioritising backup and recovery, enabling it
to form a key part of a broadly comprehensive, multi-layered resiliency framework. Veritas has a unified solution that
addresses three key priorities: a ‘Protect,
Detect, Recover’ strategy,” he says.
“Protect is all about safeguarding data
integrity with systems hardening and
immutability. The first key part of this
strategy encompasses the need to ensure
the backup and recovery of data. The best

way to protect your business is by using
a comprehensive approach to data protection.”
To this end, notes Gcwensa, First Distribution offers the Veritas Backup Exec
solution for small to medium enterprises,
focused on keeping data protection simple, secure, and unified.
“You choose what to back up, where to
store it and how to pay for it. Your data
remains secure and available at every
stage, whether backing up on-premises
to the cloud, protecting workloads within
the cloud, recovering from the cloud, or
just recovering from on-premises storage,” he says.
“For medium to large enterprises, we
also offer Veritas Net Backup, which is
one of the hallmarks of enterprise IT and
its heterogeneity, a simple and powerful
way to ensure integrity and availability
of data, from edge to core to cloud. With
100 exabytes of information currently
under management, no other solution
comes close.”
When it comes to ransomware resiliency, he adds, Veritas backup solution
uses an immutable storage feature, meaning that once the data is backed up, it is
encrypted and cannot be changed by a
source outside the organisation.
He explains that with Detect, it’s about
monitoring and reporting on system activity to mitigate threats and vulnerability.
“Here, Veritas has a solution called
Veritas Data Insight, which assists large
organisations to proactively assess and
mitigate unstructured and sensitive data
security risks. It allows for the classification of sensitive data in a hybrid cloud

environment and enables you to identify security threats and prepare compliance audits more efficiently,” notes
Gcwensa.
“Data Insight combines data visibility,
context and analytics across the organisation’s entire infrastructure. It also allows
IT to gain relevant knowledge to improve
data governance and resolve security,
compliance, and both insider and cyber
threats, rapidly and conclusively.”
From a ransomware perspective, adds
Gcwensa, Data Insight is ideal for detecting if an external source is attempting to
modify or delete data in the corporate
environment, as well as for providing the
requisite reports to ensure that the problem is fixed.
“The third angle is Recover, and this
involves implementing effective strategies for the rapid recovery of data across
all physical, virtual and multi-cloud environments. This means that if you are
compromised by ransomware, or have
simply lost data to a rudimentary hardware failure, you will have the required
strategies in place to enable the business
to get up and running again rapidly.”
“While ransomware appears to be a
growing threat, careful action and the use
of excellent data protection software is
key when it comes to combating this and
other forms of malware. First Distribution
always recommends Veritas’ combined
‘Protect, Detect, Recover’ approach as the
most effective means of not only meeting
compliance requirements, but crucially,
positioning your organisation to avoid the
many unpleasant consequences of falling
victim to a cyber-security attack,” concludes Gcwensa.

Visit our First Distribution Veritas Brand page for more information
https://www.firstdistribution.com/veritas/
Or contact the First Distribution Veritas Team: veritas.ops@firstdistribution.com
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Back to the
past
Remember the old days?
Well, they’re back.
y first PC was a monstrous
machine that set me back the
equivalent of two months’ pay
and took up the surface of
an entire desk. Because the
desk was large, it had to be in a dedicated
room across the house from the hallway,
where my landline was installed. Every
time I wanted to use the internet, I had to
roll out a cable through the house, plug
it into the landline port, where everyone
risked tripping over it for the duration of
the internet session. Fortunately, that was
never very long, due to the costs of access.
While I often clutched my hands together
in wonder at the miracle of modern
communications, I had to concede it
was all a little clunky, with far too
many cables.
Devices got smaller and people like me
were enchanted by the portability and
potential of it all. At one stage, I was given a
prototype device to trial, which downloaded
crunched web pages and allowed you to
*gasp* read web pages *without cables*
or anything! I revelled in the fact that I was
sitting reading the online news at a coffee

M

"While I often
clutched my hands
together in wonder at
the miracle of modern
communications, I had
to concede it was all a
little clunky, with far
too many cables."

shop, for under an hour. Because that’s
how long the battery lasted, but still.

Utopia?

Nowadays, always-on mobile internet is
seen as important as water or electricity.
People have wafer-thin laptops, and tablets
and phones that could have supported

space programmes a few years ago. This
cable-free, portable utopia has proven to be
a bit short-lived, though.
Now we have loadshedding, battery
constraints as well as ever-increasing
expectations of our computing devices. We
need UPSes, inverters and power banks
bigger than our phones to handle extended
power outages. We need headsets to deal
with always-on video calls comfortably.
Cables proliferate. We need more and
more storage capacity, bigger dual or
multiple screens, and people like me are
side-eying our laptops, wondering if a
desktop tower, large monitor, docking port
and assorted peripherals might get the job
done better. I’ve been reviewing my desk
setup, considering where to store my giant
inverter so I don’t stub my toe every time I
pass it. It’s looking like I might need a much
larger desk and a separate room for all my
computer-related paraphernalia. And all
this new stuff could cost me the equivalent
of two months’ pay. On top of that, most of
it won’t be particularly portable.
After 20 years of digital progress, it feels
like I may just have gone full circle.

TRACY BURROWS is a freelance IT and corporate writer and a long-time contributor to ITWeb's platforms.
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Industry watch

Booth’s
bulletpoint
bulletin
Compiled by Paul Booth & Adrian Hinchcliffe

ICT industry consultant Paul Booth keeps you abreast of technology deals and developments.

International deals

• Accenture has been busy with acquisitions again. It has purchased:
Advoco, a systems integrator for Infor EAM; Blue Horseshoe, a
supply chain management consulting firm specialising in fulfilment
and distribution solutions; Gevity, a strategy and consulting service
provider focused on the healthcare industry; Glamit, an Argentinian
ecommerce agency; Germany-based LEXTA, a consulting firm
specialising in IT benchmarking and IT sourcing advisory; and,
Xoomworks Group, which concentrates on procurement technology,
digital innovation and software solutions development. Accenture has
also agreed to acquire BENEXT, a consulting company specialising
in product management, agile coaching, cloud-based development
and data science; BRIDGEi2i, an AI and analytics firm; Experity,
a provider of cloud-based customer experience and commerce
solutions in Brazil; and South Africa-based King James Group, a
creative agency.
• Adobe will purchase Frame.io, a cloud-based video collaboration
platform, for $1.27 billion.
• Andreessen Horowitz has led investments into Fivetran, a data
integration startup ($565 million); Sky Mavis, the developer of cryptobased online game Axie Infinity ($150 million); SpotOn, a provider
of software and payments solutions for restaurants and retailers
($300 million); and co-led a $400 million investment in ClickUp, a task
management software company, with Tiger Global Management.
• Apple purchased Primephonic, a classical music streaming service.
• Atlassian Ventures and Salesforce Ventures joined a multiparty Series
F $530 million investment in Snyk, a developer security company, with
a valuation of $8.5 billion.
• Autodesk invested in iOFFICE + SpaceIQ, a leader in the digital
transformation of workplace and asset management.
• Avanade purchased Quantiq, one of the world’s leading Microsoft
Dynamics systems integrators.
• Avaya has acquired CTIntegrations, a specialised contact centre
software development and system integration company.
• Booz Allen Hamilton bought Tracepoint, an digital forensics and
incident response company.
• Capgemini has signed an agreement to acquire VariQ, an IT services
provider.
• The Carlyle Group has invested in Abrigo, a provider of regulatory
compliance software for the financial services industry ($1 billion+), and
has agreed to buy software firm Hexaware Technologies ($3 billion).
• CDW bought Focal Point Data Risk, a provider of cybersecurity
services.

• Check Point Software Technologies bought Avanan, an Israeli
cybersecurity company.
• Cisco will buy Epsagon, an Israeli application monitoring company
($500 million) and Replex, a Kubernetes governance and costmanagement startup with a platform purpose-built for cloud native
infrastructure.
• Databricks purchased 8080 Labs and its low-code/no-code data
analysis technology.
• Infor purchased Lighthouse Systems, a leading provider of
manufacturing execution system software for smart manufacturing.
• F5 Networks has agreed to buy Threat Stack, a cloud security
company.
• General Atlantic has led a $150 million investment in Matillion, a cloud
data integration technology developer.
• Google is to acquire a video, screenshare and whiteboard collaboration
software tool Playspace.
• IBM plans to buy the Adobe Workfront consulting unit and assets of
Rego Consulting.
• Ingram Micro acquired CloudLogic, a cloud datacentre consulting
company.
• KnowBe4 has entered into an agreement to acquire SecurityAdvisor,
whose technology integrates solutions from over 50 leading vendors in
the cybersecurity ecosystem to identify and correlate human behaviourdriven security alerts across each layer of the security stack.
• Marvell Technology has agreed to buy Innovium, a chip startup ($1.1
billion).
• Mastercard is to acquire CipherTrace, a leading cryptocurrency
intelligence company.
• Microsoft has acquired: Ally.io, a productivity platform that helps
improve employee experience; Clear Software, a provider of integration
and business-process products with an emphasis on SAP and Oracle;
Clipchamp, a video-editing software company; Peer5, a company that
provides live video-streaming; TakeLessons, a platform for students to
connect with individual tutors both online and in person; and Two Hat, a
content moderation provider.
• Morgan Stanley Investment Management’s investment arm
Counterpoint Global led a $1.6 billion investment in Databricks, a data
analytics platform.
• NetApp has agreed to acquire CloudCheckr, a cloud optimisation
platform.
• NortonLifeLock will purchase cybersecurity Avast, for $8.6 billion.
• Park Place Technologies acquired SiteGrid’s inventory and logistics
management solution NetSure+.

• PayPal will acquire Paidy, a Japanese buy-now-pay-later firm ($2.7
billion).
• Prosus purchased India-based BillDesk, a payment platform provider,
for $4.7 billion, and has invested $194.2 million in Latin American
startup Movile.
• Qlik Technologies purchased Big Squid, a developer of automated
machine learning technology.
• Sage has acquired GoProposal, a provider of proposal management
software for small and mid-sized accountancy firms.
• Salesforce has agreed to acquire Servicetrace, a German robotic
process automation software provider.
• ServiceNow is to acquire France-based Mapwize, an indoor mapping
and wayfinding company.
• Sophos acquired Refactr, which develops and markets a versatile
DevSecOps automation platform that bridges the gap between DevOps
and cybersecurity.
• Silver Lake made a €709 million investment in Brussels-based
Euroclear, a publicly traded provider of data, technology and market
infrastructure.
• Softbank’s Vision Fund 2 has led a $200 million investment in Andela,
operator of a global network that connects companies with remote
engineers based in emerging markets.
• Tech Mahindra acquired Lodestone, a digital engineering quality
assurance provider for $105 million.
• Twitter has agreed to sell MoPub, its mobile ad company, to AppLovin,
for $1.05 billion. Twitter also purchased Sphere, a group chat app.
• Synnex’s $7.2 billion merger with Tech Data has been completed,
with the combined entity now called TD Synnex, thus becoming the
industry’s largest IT distributor.
• Vista Equity Partners is taking a majority stake in SaaS company
Drift, and Blue Prism, an RPA specialist firm.
• Workday intends to acquire Zimit, one of the only configure, price,
quote solutions built specifically for services industries.
• Xerox acquired Competitive Computing (C2), an IT services company.
• Xiaomi has agreed to buy Deepmotion, an autonomous driving
technology startup.
• Zebra Technologies is to buy antuit.ai, a provider of AI-powered SaaS
solutions specific to forecasting and merchandising for the retail and
FMCG industries.
• Zendesk will buy Momentive Global, owner of the popular
SurveyMonkey platform, for $4 billion.
• Zoom has invested in DTEN, a provider of immersive, video-first
devices and subscription services. However, Zoom and Five9 have
abandoned their $14.7 billion deal.

International developments

• FireEye has changed its name to Mandiant.
• NTT Data has brought its everis business and its EMEA division under
the same management to create EMEAL.
• The Symphony Technology Group plans to bring together McAfee
Enterprise and FireEye Products into a cybersecurity behemoth led
by former BlackBerry president and Cisco SVP Bryan Palma.

Big tech

• Apple will be hit with an EU antitrust charge over its NFC chip
technology, which could force it to open its mobile payment system
to rivals. It is also facing an antitrust challenge in India for abusing its
dominant position in the apps market by forcing developers to use its
proprietary in-app purchase system. The same issue has been the
subject of case in the US, where a federal judge struck down a core
part of Apple App Store rules, forcing the company to allow developers
to use other payment systems.
• Alphabet's Google has infringed five patents belonging to Sonos that
concern smart speakers and related technology, finds a US judge.
• Facebook has rebranded itself as Meta, but that hasn’t wiped away
its troubles as the acquisition of Kustomer is being subject to an EU

antitrust investigation. The US Federal Trade Commission has also filed
an amended complaint, accusing Facebook of breaking antitrust law
and illegally maintaining monopoly power.

Local deals

• The Finclusion Group has acquired a strategic stake in HelloHR, a
South African payroll software startup.
• Frogfoot Networks has acquired the fibre-to-the-home assets of Link
Africa Western Cape.
• iSON Xperiences has acquired Altron People Solutions’ BPO and CX
technology business.
• Inseego has sold the South African operations of its Ctrack telematics
and asset tracking business to an affiliate of Convergence Partners for
R528.9 million.
• Karooooo acquired Picup Technologies, an on-demand logistics
provider, for R70 million.
• LRMG, a South African-based management consultancy, has acquired
Altron People Solutions’ Learning Solutions business.
• Metrofile has agreed to acquire IronTree Internet Services, which
provides data management services, including cloud backup, disaster
recovery and specialised server hosting in a private cloud (R140
million).
• Naspers Foundry has made a R120 million investment in AI-driven
insuretech player Naked.
• +OneX bought software specialist Code Maven.
• One Thousand & One Voices has picked up a R200 million investment
in Digital Ecosystems, an investment holding company that provides
integrated technology services to the telecommunications sector.
• TFG Labs acquired the Flat Circle team, a specialist mobile app
development agency.
• Australia-based Zip has acquired Payflex, a South African buy-nowpay-later fintech.

Local developments

• The Competition Commission has approved the acquisition by
Canada’s Volaris Group of Adapt IT.
• EOH has made a secondary listing on the A2X, and has announced
its first profits following a turnaround after a troubled three years of
historic corruption scandals.
• Novomind, a German software developer of customer service
solutions, has entered the South African market by establishing a
presence in Cape Town.
• ThreatConnect has entered SA via a strategic partnership with BUI,
Microsoft’s largest security and consulting partner in SA
• US-based Vantage Data Centers has revealed plans for a R15 billion
datacentre campus in Johannesburg’s northern suburbs.
• Wahed, a halal fintech firm, has entered the South African market
after receiving a regulatory licence from the Financial Sector Conduct
Authority.

African developments

• Digital Realty has unveiled plans to acquire Medallion Data Centres,
an African co-location and interconnection providers.
• The DPO Group, Africa’s largest payment service provider, has
finalised its acquisition by Network International, an enabler of digital
commerce across the Middle East and Africa ($291.3 million).
• Google revealed plans to invest $1 billion in Africa over the next five
years to ensure access to fast and cheaper internet and will back
startups to support the continent's digital transformation.
• OPay, an Africa-focused digital payment startup, has secured $400
million in its latest funding round led by SoftBank’s Vision Fund 2.
• Mitsumi Distribution will open new offices in Cameroon, DRC, Côte
d'Ivoire, Mali, Mauritania and Senegal, as well as another four offices in
Burkina Faso, Chad, Gabon and Guinea by the end of the year.
• Seacom acquired Hirani Telecom’s metro fibre networks.
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Doing business in 2022
across Africa will require
African know-how
Doing business in Africa requires organisations to expect the unexpected, plan as
well as possible, and have feet on the ground in the countries in which they plan to
gain a foothold. Companies should be aware of the unique challenges that go along
with building a brand on the continent.

"

Internet lockdowns, coups,
lack of infrastructure, phones
not working on any given day
all form part of the charm that
comes from operating in Africa. The continent consists of 54 countries – each with its own public holidays,
language, cultural nuances, and level of
technological sophistication. Countries
like Botswana, Zambia and Kenya had
less restrictive lockdowns than South
Africa. In others, like Nigeria, people love
to engage over WhatsApp and call you
back, sometimes at 02:00 in the morning,”
says Louise Robinson, sales director at
CG Consulting.
With a combination of experience
and having in place a local team in each
of these countries has seen CG Consulting create a competitive advantage. Its
understanding of the African market
conditions and ability to identify the
key stakeholders in each country have
resulted in CG Consulting becoming the
partner of choice for multinationals and
local organisations alike to identify the
correct people to engage with when it
comes to brand-building.
Its clients include global cybersecurity organisation Acronis; South
Africa’s leading independent technology research organisation World
Wide Worx; and SAP, a multinational
software corporation working in the
African market. CG Consulting is committed to continually strengthening its
footprint across the continent and has
recently expanded its presence into
Ethiopia.

www.cgconsulting.co.za

Face-to-face engagement
Arlene Prince, GM and new business manager at CG Consulting, knows that Covid-19
has radically changed the world as we knew
it. “Everyone has had to change their approach to doing business, with client retention becoming imperative. We are all in
the same boat, and have reached the point
where you either adapt to your market
or sink. With Africans liking the personal
touch, the next year will see a return to how
we operated a decade ago – the good old sales
method of reaching out one-on-one over a
cup of coffee or lunch,” she says.
Robinson agrees.
“Because we are so sales- and resultsdriven, we work very closely with our
technology clients to get an understanding
of their business requirements and help
them meet their targets. They can only be
effective when they have the right data
and research in front of them – understanding who it is they need to speak to, the role
players, and the subtle differences of each
country. This is where we come in,Your
feet on the street!” Robinson says.
The decision-making process is thus not
about an email, what you read on a website,
or manage through a video call. It’s about
face-to-face engagement with someone
you can build a relationship with.
“Of course, there have been regulatory
challenges along the way such as the Protection of Personal Information Act. We had to
ensure we were compliant and that the policies and procedures we follow are correct is
South Africa. But like I always say, you need
a good sense of humour, a lot of patience,
and good wine to work in Africa.”

Louise Robinson, Sales Director at
CG Consulting (standing) Arlene
Prince, GM and New Business
Manager at CG Consulting (seated)

Inside
the channel
BY KIRSTEN
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In the channel
we trust

Firms are juggling a number of balls, which is why
it’s important to find a good security partner.

n today’s fast-paced
information-driven digital era,
gaining a competitive edge
can't happen without the trust
of the customer. Nowhere
is this more true than when it comes to
cybersecurity.
Organisations today depend heavily on
the cloud and the network, and are facing
a slew of threats. Information, meanwhile,
manifests in a number of ways and formats,
and is subject to numerous conduits for
distribution and sharing. The exodus
to working from home piled on several
more challenges, as the attack surface
grew exponentially, and multiple devices,
applications and WiFi networks are being
used that are outside the enterprise’s
purview.
Businesses found themselves having to
balance several factors. Firstly, how do they
properly protect and manage their data,
which is made more complex by the ‘bring
your own everything’ phenomenon, while
staying in line with privacy legislation and the
regulatory environment?

I

Stormy weather

Next, how can they address all the threats
and risks that go hand in hand with
technological advances, and still manage
the challenges behind the tedious tasks that
are an unavoidable part of managing today's
modern IT environments?
Organisations need the confidence to
innovate and have a trusted cybersecurity
strategy in place. Channel partners can play
a critical role here, by helping to reinforce
resilience and confidence so that digital

transformation can take place in a secure
environment.
If we look back over the past few years,
the number of attacks against organisations
of every size and in every sector has
skyrocketed, sending ripples through digital
ecosystems and putting intense pressure
on every IT department. Cybersecurity has
always been a catch-up game – as the
solutions grow more cunning, so do our
adversaries, often leaving us feeling as if we
are trapped in a vicious cycle.

The channel partner ecosystem widens the
reach for vendors while enabling the resellers
and other partners to deliver the tools and
services their customers need.
Let’s get back to trust and confidence.
Businesses today are overwhelmed
by cybersecurity because of the sheer
magnitude, and urgency, with which they
need to address the problem. Customers
need be able to innovate with confidence, and
trust their security solutions, as well as the
partners with whom they consult.
Channel partners need
to make their customers
feel safe, secure and
comfortable. Attacks are
not likely to stop, so they
should tweak and refine
their security strategies
accordingly.
Partners provide
expert knowledge,
combined with ongoing
support, and have to
be proactive beyond
the point of sale. The
partners who can show
deep knowledge and expertise across the
full range of cybersecurity solutions will stay
ahead of the pack, and build confidence and
trust with their clients. With this taken care
of, firms can realise the full value of their
digital transformation initiatives, and gain that
competitive edge.

The partners who can show deep
knowledge and expertise across the
full range of cybersecurity solutions
will stay ahead of the pack.
There are also hundreds of thousands of
solutions available from myriad vendors,
ranging from startups and SMEs, to the
largest enterprises. There is simply no way
a single company can begin to understand
each solution and what it offers. While they
understand that they depend on a range
of solutions and services to operate, they
also need to focus on their core business
and innovation. They rely heavily on the
trusted relationships they have with channel
partners to help address those needs.

KIRSTEN DOYLE is a consulting editor at ITWeb
with a special interest in cybersecurity. Follow her
on Twitter on @KirstenDoyle.
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Canalys Forum

Distribution’s
death has
been greatly
exaggerated
Sure, they can sell technology, but why are
distributors so bad at selling themselves?
By Matthew Burbidge

he Canalys research consultancy
recently held its annual Forum
in Barcelona. Some participated
in person, while others dialled
in. The Margin listened in to one
session with a global panel of distributors,
hosted by Canalys CEO Steve Brazier.
Brazier asked the participants why the
distribution business still existed.
“Some of the distributors are now
substantially bigger than the vendors. I think
TD Synnex is bigger than HPE and Lenovo
in terms of revenues. And you’ve had a
tremendous pandemic as a group, averaging
in the mid-teens of growth, and yet people
still question your very right to exist. Why
have we failed to produce a message as
a community about how important and
valuable you are?” he asked.
Michael Urban, president, Americas, at
TD Synnex, said he thought the problem
was rooted in the ‘80s and ‘90s, and that
distributors have always been seen as box
movers. He said there had always been a
question mark hanging over the head of the
distribution business, in that partners and

T

vendors could always simply go directly to
customers.
Taking Microsoft as an example, he
remembered plenty of people telling him
in the ‘90s that it would soon not need
distributors, or even the channel. However,
the reality today is that Microsoft is still
doing most of its business through the
channel.

Parasitic body?

“The distributor partner and the reseller are
providing a great end-to-end service to the
market. And it’s a very complex environment
now, so this is not a one vendor solution.
The cloud is a perfect example; there’s not
a single cloud; it’s multicloud. And who can
bring this together? It’s the resellers, and the
distribution partners.”
Urban said he thought there would always
be a place for distribution, and that there
was an increased need for IT in general and
digital transformation in particular. Partners,
as well as customers, will also need
distributers on their growth path.

»
“You saw the risk of putting all the
world’s data with one or two companies.
There’s a potentially catastrophic risk,
and that risk gets bigger and bigger.”
Steve Brazier, Canalys

“As distributers, we do everything for a
low margin, but I think we do quite well.”
Alessandro Cattani, chairperson of the
board of directors at the Italian distributor
Esprinet, said there was the view that
distributors were the ‘parasitic body in the
middle of an otherwise perfect go-to-market
strategy’.
“In a complex ecosystem, nobody can
live alone,” he said, while admitting that
distributors could probably do a better job
explaining their part in the ecosystem.
He said no one questioned the vendors
in their outsourcing of manufacturing to
Taiwanese OEMs, and as it happened, the
vendors were also outsourcing a sizeable
share of the sales and marketing to
distributors.
“We’ve helped the entire industry and
the end-user survive and thrive during this
pandemic.”
Echoing Urban, Simon Ewington, vicepresident, worldwide distribution for Hewlett
Packard Enterprise, said some have always
forecast the death of distribution, but the
industry has continued to reinvent itself. He
pointed to cloud marketplaces, and the move
to the as-a-service model.
“These are even more complex than the
previous transactional engagement because
people want to aggregate solutions in one
place. They want to have one bill, and only
distributors can do that.”
Tim Griffin, managing director, DCC
technology, Exertis, said he’s seen vendors
attempt to go entirely direct, and then
deciding that they didn’t perhaps have as
much market access as they’d like. He said
both the vendor and the retailer, on either
side, are accruing value from distributors.
Patrick Zammit, president for EMEA
and APJ at TD Synnex, said distribution
was very valuable when hardware was at
the heart of IT. Now that the market was
moving to software and services, ‘what will
be your value?’

He mentioned the IDC model of
‘platforms’ and with each progression,
especially to the third platform of
interdependencies between mobile, social,
cloud and analytics, distributors needed
to keep pace and transform. “We need to
revisit our value prop. We’ve been very
competitive around adding a lot of value on
the second platform (PCs, LANs and the
internet) and we can do it again on the third
platform.”

The rise of as-a-service

Brazier then tackled the topic of the
as-a-service model, which seems to be
on the lips of every vendor. “It’s the first
thing that comes out of their keynotes and
presentations. HPE has Greenlake, Dell
has Apex, Lenovo has TruScale. From a
European perspective, we tend to feel that
it’s a bit overhyped. European customers are
reluctant. How do you all feel about as-aservice?”
Joe Hemani, chairperson of the UK
Westcoast distributor, said he thought as-aservice was in its infancy, but that at some
point it will catch on.
“I think Europeans are generally not into
as-a-service, partly because it’s not tax
efficient in terms of how organisations can
put that against their capex.”
He added that he doesn’t see the vendors
using the as-a-service model themselves. “I
don’t know of a vendor who’s using its own
product as-a-service.”
Ralf Jordan, vice president distribution
for EMEA at Dell Technologies, agreed with
Hemani, saying that the model was in its
infancy, and that everyone was learning
about it.
“I believe the vendor community need
more guidance. If you are starting to
implement the HPE Greenlake version, and

Dell Apex version or the TruScale version
from Lenovo, you end up doing what the
vendors are asking you to do. In my mind,
you’re losing part of your value proposition,
being the aggregator of the solution.”
However, he said he believed the model
will grow gradually, but that there would not
be sudden move.
Zammit, from TD Synnex, said that
on-premise as-a-service was limited at
the moment, but if one thought back to six
years ago, public cloud, in many cases, was
not really taken seriously by the partner
community.
“Today, if you look at the growth rates,
they’re exponential, and our partner
community is working on the public/hybrid
cloud model.
“I think it’s critical that distribution
embraces on-premise as-a-service. In
parallel, we need to enable and educate the
market. With our platforms, we will be in a
position to facilitate the provision of services
to the market. We should not underestimate
the acceleration that will come, which will be
similar to public cloud.”
Brazier said he used to be a public cloud
sceptic, which ‘was probably the biggest
mistake I’ve made in my career in terms of
calling it’.
“Clearly the public cloud is a massive
success,” he said, adding that the conference
was running on AWS.
But he couldn’t resist mentioning the great
Facebook/Instagram/WhatsApp outage in
early October.
“You saw the risk of putting all the world’s
data with one or two companies. There’s a
potentially catastrophic risk, and that risk
gets bigger and bigger.”
Q4 2021 |
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Doing business

Because the golf
courses were
open, and you
could practise a
little bit of social
distancing on
the course, all
of a sudden, the
whole spike in
golf popularity
seemed to
happen

Will the golf day

ever return?

Lockdowns and social distancing have kiboshed industry events.
How are sales teams coping with the change?

»

“More people can be involved in
these new client meetings.”
Kriya Govender, PRP Solutions

By James Francis

e can congratulate the technology
sector for a job well done. Sales
soared during the pandemic,
riding winds of digital change
that enveloped nearly every
organisation. But while that success can credit
a captive audience, customer engagements
took a hit as lockdowns and social distancing
severely limited vital touchpoints such as vendor
conferences, supplier events and face-to-face
meetings.
As the industry comes off the high of the past
two years' sales, the going is getting tougher.
Sales and support engagements are not what
they were before. Are virtual calls a replacement
for in-person meetings? Can sales teams still
maintain customer relationships and pursue new
business as they have before? Will the golf day
ever return?
"The pandemic resulted in a very sudden shift
in sales engagement," says Brian Timperley, CEO
of Turrito. "In person, boardroom, lunch and
social events all but evaporated, leaving sales
teams with a shell of the former choices for
sales engagement. Fortunately, more progressive
businesses were able to adapt quickly, switching
to Teams or other video conference solutions,
increasing calls and email communication,

W

and collaborating using Sharepoint and other
document management solutions. This was far
from the richness of our prior sales engagement,
but enabled us to stay in strong communication
with our customers, and continue to support
them and their businesses throughout some very
difficult times."

Bracing for impact

The impact varied between the types of channel
business. Distributors, for example, don't rely as
much on visiting clients, although they had to up
their game for premium clients and end-user
engagements. Nor were the changes entirely
unexpected, adds Heman Kassan, Technodyn
International's sales director. "The shift from
this to the more digitally-connected individual
started well before the pandemic. Engaging
with customers around SaaS-based solutions
is very different to trying to sell monolithic
ERP solutions. So in large part, we had already
evolved to being more digitally engaged with our
customers while maintaining the personal touch
at all times and still popping in to drop off that
favourite bottle of tipple or a birthday cake."
Some customer-facing parts of the channel
were already primed for the change, says Kriya
Govender, CEO of PRP Solutions. "The pandemic
has had the biggest impact on our sales and the
on-boarding of new clients. In the past, these
functions were done face-to-face. Our support
has always been online, so we could continue
serving existing customers with zero impact
on operations. As a company that has

already digitally transformed in this regard, we
were fortunate that our core business remained
unaffected during the hard lockdown and
subsequent months."
Several companies echo this point. In one
executive's words, the 'remote' support model
didn't evolve because of the pandemic, it
merely matured. Meanwhile, 'pop in and drop
off' relationship tactics had to take a back seat,
and more focus landed on developing leads
creatively.
"The real challenges became: how do you get
to the customers? How do you promote new
brands? How do you develop new opportunities?
This demands a lot of new creativity," says
Rory Twort, Axiz's managing executive of sales.

Virtual fatigue

If you've logged onto your umpteenth virtual
call today, imagine someone trying to pitch a
sale at you in the next meeting. Virtual fatigue
is one of the numerous challenges that channel
companies have to overcome. Yet practically all
the interviewees noted that while virtual cannot
replace face-to-face engagements, these also
bring new opportunities to the table if you can
adapt to use them effectively.
"Virtual meetings are adequate to maintain
relationships, and in many ways can be more
productive," says Henk Olivier, MD of Ozone

»

“Because the golf courses were open,
and you could practise a little bit of social
distancing on the course, all of a sudden,
the whole spike in golf popularity seemed
to happen.” Rory Twort, Axiz
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First Distribution brings rapid
provisioning of AWS services
to our AWS APN Partners
Johannesburg, South Africa – 10 November 2021. First Distribution is proud to
announce the release of a portfolio of AWS services that our AWS APN Partners
can use to deploy, manage, and monitor solutions for their small and medium
business (SMB) customers.

T

his offering consists of a curated set of SMB solutions for our
AWS APN Partners and includes a pre-architected portfolio of AWS services, that includes:
• D igital Presence, which includes Magento and WordPress.
•
D ata & Analytics, which includes
Data Lake Foundation on AWS.
•
Remote Work & Collaboration,
which includes Simple Active Directory (AD) and Amazon WorkSpaces.
Additionally, products from AWS
Marketplace can be created in custom portfolios, for example:
•
B ackup and Recovery portfolio,
which can include products such as
Veeam Backup for AWS Free Edition and Veritas Backup Exec™ for
AWS.
•
S ecurity portfolio, which can include products such as Trend Micro
Deep Security.
Small and medium businesses are
typically looking for solutions to help
them solve business problems. They
seldom have the requisite cloud expertise in-house and are typically users of cloud services and not builders.
As SMB’s start to transform their businesses with cloud technologies, our
AWS APN Partners are well-positioned
to assist SMB customers with services

and solutions to help meet their specific business needs.
SMB customers’ increased reliance
on cloud technologies means it is critical for our AWS APN Partners to have
rapid access to cloud services and so-

By leveraging
our curated,
pre-architected set
of AWS services and
solutions, our AWS
APN Partners can
offer exactly what
is needed to assist
SMB customers to
digitally transform their
businesses.
lutions that can be easily deployed
and managed. Our portfolios of AWS
services are a solution framework for
our AWS APN Partners, helping them
to serve SMB customers in a repeatable
and scalable way.

Today, SMB customers can leverage
the cloud to significantly reduce the
cost of getting products and services to
market, trying out new ideas or driving innovation. Scalability is also of
critical benefit to SMB customers, because it is sometimes difficult to plan
and budget for growth. With legacy
infrastructure, some SMB customers
tend to under- or over-spec, leaving
them either short of infrastructure, or
way over budget. This can prove disastrous for smaller entities, as it sucks
up cash reserves they may not really
have to spare
Our portfolio of AWS curated, prearchitected services offered to our
AWS APN Partners, ensures that IT
stops being a roadblock for SMB customers and, instead, becomes an
enabler, helping them to nurture
and grow ideas into profitable, goto-market solutions. It comes with
the necessary security guardrails in
place and our AWS APN Partners can
rapidly provision new solutions for
their SMB customers, often within
minutes.
By leveraging our curated, prearchitected set of AWS services and
solutions, our AWS APN Partners can
offer exactly what is needed to assist
SMB customers to digitally transform
their businesses.

For more information please contact us
on +27 11 540 2640 or email us at aws@firstdistribution.com

»

“In most
industries,
interactions
with clients are
going to be very
different.”

Information Technology. "The thing to consider
is to still give the personal feeling, and do video
calls on relationship meetings. This does give a
more personal touch to engagements. Always
have an agenda, but be a bit more casual than
just a formal to-the-point call."
There are even advantages, notes Govender.
"More people can be involved in these new
client meetings. This means that all the relevant
information can be at hand even if prospects
fire off tough questions. It’s easy to have 10
people on standby to join in the conversation or
send chat messages to answer these questions,
instead of just having the salesperson say that
they will get back to the customer."
Customers have also adjusted. For example,
some now prefer non-intrusive channels such
as email to engage with providers, says Jeff
Ryan, the MD of AWCape. "Many customers are
sending inquiries via email. What we also notice
is how many more of these emails are written
outside the traditional 'work hours'. This talks to
how people are trying to manage their home and
work/life balance, having more flexibility in when
to work."
This point suggests that when salespeople do
virtually interact directly with customers, they
should deepen their empathy for the customer's
changing lifestyle. Turning on cameras to see
faces and body language is also important,
says Timperley, noting that "you can become
extremely productive with the use of virtual
meetings, removing the need for travel and
enabling you to gather large groups of people in a
short space of time for quick, effective meetings."

Golf days ahead?

It’s important to be flexible. People like the
flexibility of having a morning of virtual sessions,
so they have time in the afternoons to do other
work, says Kassan, adding that, "digital fatigue
is real, and we need to remember to serve
customers where they want to be served.
Nothing beats catching up in a real-world context,
so yes, virtual meetings have been adequate, but
their future will be their part in a hybrid mix of
face-to-face engagement and the quick virtual
catch up."

But let's get down to business: will customer
engagement events such as golf days ever
return? Golf events may well be the surprising
winners of a post-pandemic world. Golf has
flourished because it's outdoors, supports social
distancing, and has attracted a new cohort
of players looking to break away from indoor
routines.
"All of a sudden, golf became big," says
Axiz's Twort. "Because the golf courses were
open, and you could practise a little bit of social
distancing on the course, all of a sudden, the
whole spike in golf popularity seemed to happen.
And we saw a lot of golf being played with
customers."
People are keen to socialise again, and
as vaccination rates increase, so will the
opportunities for events. AWCape’s Ryan points
to the jump in overseas football events as
examples of this effect, adding there is a spirit of
carpe diem – seizing the day – brewing under
the surface. He believes that the pandemic's
restrictions may be invigorating the events world:
"If anything, the choice of events has increased.
We will definitely see a more 'hybrid approach'
to doing things. There have also been some very
clever fundraising ideas during the pandemic, i.e.
virtual marathons, growth in online gaming, VR
treasure hunts, drive-by baby showers, to name
a few."
Yet that zeal shouldn't mask an
important message: there’s no going
back to old ways so prepare
to sharpen your digital sales
presentation edge, says
Ozone’s Olivier: "In most
industries, interactions
with clients are going to
be very different. The one
matter that all companies
need to think about is
the online collateral and
visual stimulation to their
clients in their products as
well as on the company and
company profiles. Companies
will need to spend more on
making a company's image and
products digitally visual."

»

Henk Olivier, Ozone
Information Technology

“There have also
been some very
clever fundraising
ideas during the
pandemic, i.e. virtual
marathons, growth
in online gaming, VR
treasure hunts”
Jeff Ryan, AWCape
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alviva

How to kickstart
the economy
What needs to happen to get the country back on its feet?
Alviva’s Pierre Spies has some ideas, and some sharp
criticism of the government.
By Adrian Hinchcliffe
Photography Karolina Komendera
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But corporates still want tier-one brands and
are prepared to wait, he says.
Other areas where the group has seen an
increase in demand during the pandemic have
been networking and PC accessories. “They've
been absolutely flying out of the door,” he says.
So where does he expect the market to pick
up as we, hopefully, start to move beyond the
pandemic?
“The enterprise space, software and
cybersecurity will regain traction and I think
for the next few years, there will be big growth
in those sectors of our business. We can
see activity levels are picking up there, the
corporates are moving budgets back into the
fold of the datacentres.”

Economic recovery

He’s also positive about the prospects of
cloud; he says Alviva is currently experiencing
quarterly growth between 40% and 70%,
depending on the product set.
“In distribution, we aggregate our services so
we can throw in whatever the customer wants.
We can put in VMware, IBM, Oracle, Red Hat,
HP, Dell, and Microsoft and the client gets one
invoice. We supply the platform with a white
label front-end, the reseller owns that and sells
to their end-customer. The reseller does the
introduction and all the billing and everything is
automated for him.”

»

ierre Spies is well known in
the local channel, having spent
over three decades working
in it. He’s run Tarsus and
Axiz, before moving upstairs
to become CEO of the parent
group Alviva, to which both distributors now
belong, alongside Pinnacle, Datacentrix and a
host of other ICT businesses.
The Margin spoke to him in early October to
get his take on what the next few months hold
for the South African economy and Alviva.
Given that the past 18 months have been
anything but normal, it’s important to look
back before we can look ahead. Spies, the
‘eternal optimist who’s also a realist’, admits
the period of the pandemic has been one of
mixed fortunes. On the positive side, technology
has proven its effectiveness in corporate
enterprises, with an uptick in demand that he
expects to continue for the foreseeable future.
However, global supply chains, including the
current chip shortage, have muddied that
opportunity.
Supplies of tier-one brands – HP, Dell and
Lenovo – have been sporadic, with peaks and
troughs, then droughts, for months. “We have
six to eight months’ worth of stock on order
that hasn't been supplied yet. However, certain
Chinese brands, such as Acer, Asus or Huawei,
are readily available.”

“The biggest
concern we have is
that Covid is being
used as an excuse,
and the biggest
excuse we see is
from government.”

What does this optimist-cum-realist think needs
to happen to get the South African economy up
and running again?
“The biggest concern we have is that Covid
is being used as an excuse, and the biggest
excuse we see is from government.
“Government is one of the worst payers on
our books. We don't supply them directly, other
than through our systems integrators, it’s mainly

PIERRE
SPIES,
Alviva
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alviva

“Government
needs to get its act
together, get people
back to the office,
start spending
money and get
the economy and
GDP going.”
through resellers. But SME resellers don't have
the capital means to pay us, as they wait on
their client, so we become their bank, offering
bridging finance. From a financial perspective,
we’re the single largest bank into the IT industry
in South Africa. If you look at our debtor's book,
it runs to R3.5 to R4 billion out on loan. A lot of
companies that do business with government
are really struggling to get their money because
the excuse is Covid or they (government
employees) are working from home.

No consultation

"Government needs to take action; it’s not
forcing people to go back to the offices. The
economy is in dire straits and government's
not pushing the issue. It contributes in
excess of 30% of the country’s GDP, so that’s
30-odd percent of the country that’s reliant
on government spend. If it doesn't get back
to the office, start spending and get things
working properly, the infrastructure will
end up collapsing like it has at Eskom. With
the infrastructure starting to take strain, the
municipalities are starting to take strain, and
look at the recent riots; that's also a big concern,
that we'll see more riots.”

Spies also calls for more engagement and
certainty over regulation from government.
He says the Extended Producer Responsibility
regulations from the Department of Forestry,
Fisheries and the Environment has caught IT
distributors unawares. The new regulations
introduce a levy on the import of goods,
including computer equipment, for the safe
and responsible disposable when it reaches
end of life. While he agrees with the aim
of the regulation, he’s dismayed that there
was no industry consultation about it before
introduction.
“One of my competitors phoned me and
asked if I knew about it. When you take into
account that between our two organisations,
we account for 70% of the IT equipment being
imported into the country, we weren't even
consulted in the process.”
The regulations came into effect in early
November and distributors have to be
registered with the department’s South African
Waste Information Centre and use one of three
companies currently registered on its portal.
“You have to pay per kilogramme and they
need to take responsibility for disposing of the
equipment. I agree with the principle 100%, but
give us an opportunity to engage so maybe we
can register ourselves and (do) what we need
to do. We believe in sustainability, but I don't
just want to go and pay money to someone
and have no idea what's going to happen to it.
If it’s just another tax we're paying, where's the
money going?”
A recent IBM global study of 3 000 CEOs
found that 50% had regulatory concerns,
largely to do with the way governments enacted
different levels of lockdowns, changed policies
and the market environments in response to
Covid. But Spies says at a local level, the way
government is changing policies beyond Covid
without consultation is concerning.
“Government needs to get its act together,
get people back to the office, start spending
money and get the economy and GDP going.
From a corporate perspective, as soon
as government starts spending, the more
market activities and confidence grows, then
corporates will start spending more.”

»
“In the rest of the world, all-in-ones have
taken off, but in South Africa, people simply
don't like them and I don't know why.”
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>> STUCK WITH STOCK,
AND DESKTOPS
With the challenges being faced
around sporadic supply of laptops,
and an expected bubble of stock as
clients place duplicate orders, then
cancel with other suppliers once
they've received their orders, how
do distributors normally ensure they
don’t get stuck with too much stock?
Alviva’s Pierre Spies says: “You're
always going to get stuck with some
stock, less so on notebooks as you
simply discount them, but if you bring
in a large EMC, HPE or IBM storage
solution, for example, and it's very
specific to a customer who cancels,
you're not going to sell that to anyone
else by dropping the price. So you
have to be very specific about what
stock you carry. We've got algorithms
that tell us what to stock and what
not to.”
He says the sweet spot for the
price of notebooks is between
R3 000 and R15 000. “I don't think
we ever get stuck with any of those;
it might age into 60, 90 or 120 days,
but you discount it and it's gone.
Desktops are different, we do get
stuck with those.”
The traditional box desktops or the
more sleek all-in-ones?
“In the rest of the world, all-inones have taken off, but in South
Africa, people simply don't like them
and I don't know why. That's one
product we've been burnt with over
the years, so we're very specific now
how we order them. You think allin-ones will fly off the shelf, but they
really don't; people still want the box
desktops.”
With Covid, demand was for
notebooks as employees transitioned
from the office to work from home.
Does this sound the death knell for
the desktop?
“I think it (demand for desktops)
will come back to the extent where
people now realise that giving all
your staff notebooks is risky; you
need other security protocols on
your notebook in case it gets stolen
or broken. Seven or eight years
ago, there was a massive drive on
notebooks, but companies realised it
was too risky and sales of desktops
picked up again, then they plateaued
out. There’s still room for desktops,
just not for now.”

Movers and shakers

INDUSTRY

people moves

Keeping you up to date with recent industry appointments.
Compiled by Matthew Burbidge

NTT looks inward to find MWeb
leader
Dimension Data’s parent company NTT has
appointed Manelisa Mavuso as managing
director of MWeb from October 1. MWeb is
wholly owned by Dimension Data (DD) and
was one of the few ISPs in South Africa when
it launched in 1997. It pioneered uncapped
internet access. A statement said that NTT
had recently decided not to sell MWeb, and
that Dimension Data was now looking at
strengthening and growing the business.
Mavuso was the senior vice president for
marketing MEA at NTT and will stay in his
role on the Middle East and Africa exco.

New Workday country manager
Workday says it has appointed Kiveshen
Moodley as country manager in South
Africa. He joined the company in 2018.
Moodley spent over a decade at Oracle, and,
more recently, at SAP, where he managed a
continent-wide team.

Nutanix promotes consultant to
engineering manager
Phillip de Waal is now the systems engineer
manager for the Sub-Saharan region,
says Nutanix. He joined the company as a
consultant in 2014 and became a permanent
staff member in 2016. De Waal is expected to
lead the technical direction of the business.
He joined the company from Bitrate, where
he was the services manager. He has also
worked at AxizWorkgroup, MICROmega
Technologies, Stortech and First Technology
Group.

Two senior appointments at
Mimecast
New Lenovo GM for Middle East,
Africa
Lenovo says it has appointed Alaa Bawab as
the new GM for the Middle East and Africa
within its Infrastructure Solutions Group.
Bawab is tasked with developing the business
vision and strategy and overseeing execution
and delivery on sales plans. He joins the
company from Huawei, where he was VP of
the Enterprise Business Group, Middle East
Enterprise Networking. He previously held
roles with Cisco, EMC² and HPE.

Mimecast has announced the appointment of
Moss Gondwe as public sector director, and
Collin Kunene as channel director, which it
says will bolster its senior leadership team.
Gondwe is a former IBM and Microsoft
executive and will focus on expanding the
company’s footprint within public sector
organisations. Kunene has held senior
positions at MTN and Huawei and will draw
on his experience in the telco and technology
sectors to drive Mimecast's channel strategy
in South Africa and markets in Africa.

Westcon-Comstor names regional
sales manager for East Africa
The distributor has named Norbert Siteyi as
its new sales manager for East Africa. Siteyi
was the country manager for Canon in Kenya
and was the channel manager for Dell. He has
a Bachelor's degree in commerce from the
University of Nairobi.
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ESG: Business imperative or
tick-box exercise?
ESG is going mainstream and challenging past assumptions about what
corporate responsibly means, says Lorna Hardie, Regional Director,
VMware Sub-Saharan Africa

T

here’s nothing like a global pandemic to accelerate
social and business trends. The past 18 months have
seen greater levels of digitisation throughout all
kinds of industries, in all kinds of organisations for
all kinds of tasks. Having been granted a glimpse of
their colleagues’ private spaces and family lives, organisations
are reconsidering old ideas about employee productivity and
flexible working.zw
At a societal level, lockdowns and social distancing have
prompted questions about how best to design our cities, our
buildings and our children’s education. Despite retreating from
the social sphere and living in more atomised bubbles, we also
became more aware of the fundamental interconnectivity of
the world we live in.
That our actions have consequences, that we have a mutual responsibility for our wider communities, that life doesn’t
come with a chance of a do-over - all these ideas played out in
real life and across our screens every day.
So it should come as no surprise that awareness of wider social concerns were supercharged during the pandemic. Social
activists and workers’ rights campaigners found their voices
amplified. Acknowledgement of the climate crisis and the
need for action got a turbo-boost. And the nascent movement
towards a more stakeholder-centric view of business shifted
up several gears.
In the era of pandemic, Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) came of age – and is reshaping expectations of
business’ relationship with and responsibility to the societies
in which they operate.

Saviour or sinner
When it comes to ESG, the technology sector has a mixed reputation. On the plus side, digitisation and all that it entails is often seen as the means by which other industries will achieve
their own goals for greater sustainability.
There is plenty of truth in that. When used responsibly, technology brings unprecedented benefits to many, fundamentally
changing business models and even societies.
However, there is a darker side. Technology also introduces
new threats to privacy and security, creates new social problems like screen addiction, and demands ethical debates around
the power of AI, free speech and democratic participation.
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The tech sector is a significant consumer of energy. The global power draw from the world’s datacentres is estimated to be
around 1.5% of total worldwide electricity production .
Businesses are now proactively and positively contributing
to a wide variety of pressing issues from climate and sustainability to boardroom and workplace diversity and equality.
This is not just a concern for their own internal operations,
but extends to their global supply chains – aware that effectively outsourcing negative impacts can no longer be hidden or
justified.
There are plenty of indications that
this is more than a social media-led flash
in the pan. Even back in 2018, research
showed that 87% of people believe most
companies exist to create value for multiple interests in society, rather than
just; 94% said companies can shape a
better society, while 68% believe it's
more important to know how companies operate than what they sell.
Perhaps the most convincing piece of
evidence as to the significance of ESG
to the corporate sphere is that investors
are starting to recognise and respond to
it. According to MorningStar , sustainable equity funds (i.e. those that focus
on companies that have committed to
ESG) were outperforming traditional equity funds at the end of 2020, and the
amount invested in ESG funds has more
than doubled in the past year. ESG funds
captured $51.1 billion of net new money
from investors in 2020 – up from $21 billion in 2019.

and ribbons cost nothing and require little real effort. But
whereas CSR was driven by marketing departments, ESG is
embedded into the actions and decisions of the entire organisation. The move towards becoming more genuinely responsible corporate citizens involves the whole business: its purpose, products, management, operations, employees, finance,
supply chain, HR, IT, customers, marketing, sales and more.
It is integrated into the company’s strategy and decisionmaking, which is why almost half of FTSE 100 companies
have linked executive pay to ESG
targets.
In the end, CSR fell from favour because it didn’t deliver authentic change.
ESG demands action and transparency,
often involving deep, systemic change
within and between organisations.
The other big difference is that CSR
was often an add-on to the main business of turning a profit. It was not really
considered as a core factor in the way
that profits are made. It’s the difference
between sponsoring a tree-planting
project in a local park and achieving
net-zero emissions from company operations and those of customers and partners; between offering work experience
to local schools and building a future
that is accessible and inclusive.
And it’s good business. Companies
that embrace ESG are already considered more resilient to market shocks,
and some have outperformed their
peers through the pandemic. The ramifications of not embracing ESG have become very real as have
the risks of losing investment, reputation, customers, employees and business opportunities.
The way organisations engage with their global community is no longer just a page in the annual report, or a talking
point in investor relations meetings. It is a way of doing business. And companies are taking it on, not just because it is good
for the bottom line – although it is – but because it is the right
thing to do.

In the era of pandemic,
Environmental, Social
and Governance (ESG)
came of age – and
is reshaping
expectations of
business’ relationship
with and responsibility
to the societies in
which they operate.

Authentic change
The spotlight is now firmly on businesses, which now have an
opportunity to set the bar for doing ‘well’ at the same time as
doing ‘good’.
The question remains: isn’t this just a load of greenwashing?
Are we simply entering the age of CSR 2.0?
Yes, some companies may well be doing just that. Hashtags
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Diversity

Diversity in the channel:
How are we doing?
The channel remains stubbornly behind the times
when it comes to diversity and inclusion, but there
are some companies leaping out in front.

By Tamsin Oxford
Photo Unsplash/Tim Mossholde

ccording to PwC, women remain
significantly underrepresented
in the emerging technology
workplace. Gender equality is still
a distant dream. But what happens
when you widen this conversation? When you look
at how diversity and inclusion don’t just carry the
mantle of women, but also of LGBT and people
who are disabled? How does the channel open its
doors to them? Well, not very widely it seems.
Out of the 15 companies approached within the
South African channel, only four came forward
with proven strategies and stories of diversity
and inclusion, opening discussions with their own
people to make the workplace more inclusive.
The rest? The answers varied between ‘we’ve
got nothing in place as yet’ and ‘we don’t have a
spokesperson’, which begs another question – why
not? The diversity conversation has been going on
for years. As far back as 1996, Harvard Business
Review published an article that unpacked the value
of diversity in the workforce, but almost 20 years
later, this value is still being limited by views that
are just that – limited.

A

Spectrum of diversity

A diverse channel is an innovative one. It’s one that
can problem-solve in ingenious ways, find new
markets, explore new opportunities, and engage
with people from varied backgrounds, beliefs and
lifestyles to deliver solutions and client services
that exceed expectations. This is not an imagined
world. Companies that have invested in the tenets
of diversity and inclusion are better at capturing
new market attention, decision-making and
innovation. Deloitte Insights found that innovation
increases by 20% and that organisations with
inclusive cultures are more likely to meet financial
targets, become high performers, be agile, and
achieve better business outcomes.
While the picture painted by the South African
channel looks bleak, there are companies that have
stepped up and done more. Tarsus Technologies
is one. CEO Anton Herbst is honest when he says:
“We are not at the level we want to be yet, but
we are focused on both inclusion and diversity.”
The company has ensured that its buildings are
disabled-friendly, and pregnant women get their
own parking bays.
“Being pregnant is not a disability, but we
recognise that women have different needs at
this time so we make a plan for it,” he says. “We
are applying this thinking across the spectrum,
recognising that the broader our approaches, the
better we can be when it comes to diversity and
inclusion. We want teams of successful people
regardless of where they sit on the diversity
spectrum, because this is how we can celebrate
uniqueness. It’s a far better approach than
celebrating what makes us all average.”
It’s also something that has been felt by
employees at the company. Says Tshegofatso
Pilane, an account manager at Tarsus Distribution
Portal Online: “Tarsus provided me with all the
assistive devices I needed and took extra steps

NE E LS VA N
NIEKER,
Tarsus Technologies

»

“The company
encourages people
to understand other
cultures and thinking
and involves people
from different sexual
orientations, which
only makes a
company stronger.”
Neels van Niekerk, Tarsus
to help me perform and grow based on my
capabilities, not my disabilities. Being blind is
very challenging, especially when it comes to
employment.”
It’s a view shared by Zameer Mohamed, a
junior systems manager in IT at Tarsus, who
says: “Moving away from the stereotypes that are
associated with disadvantaged people can help
bring about a change in diversity. And Tarsus
has provided me with equipment and support
resources to do my job on a daily basis.”
This is echoed by Neels van Niekerk, a national
SMB team leader who recently lost his partner.
“The support from the company was amazing –
calls from the CEO and colleagues, the warehouse,
accounts. HR helped with funeral costs and
spousal insurance within days. The company
encourages people to understand other cultures
and thinking and involves people from different
sexual orientations, which only makes a company
stronger.”

Representation and equity

Another company that stands out in its willingness
to talk about how it has embraced diversity is
Cummins. Rene du Plessis, the company’s senior
human resources generalist, corporate functions,
unexpectedly lost the sight in her right eye and
was trying to find her feet and a job.
“I was struggling with the transition to disability,
and I didn’t know what I had to do to disclose
it when I looked for work,” she says. “In South
Africa, there’s a lot of bias so if you say 'person
with disability’, they put your CV to the side. When
I was offered the role at Cummins, I was scared
about disclosing my disability – would I lose the
opportunity? The first question they asked was –
how can we help you? No discrimination at all.”
The company continues to provide her with the
support she needs and she’s never experienced
any discrimination. In fact, the company is now
in its third year of collaboration with SITA for a
learnership programme for people with disabilities.
Mimecast is another company that has put

diversity and inclusion at the top of the agenda.
It recently appointed Andile Kungwayo as the
diversity and transformation manager to advance
representation and equity for underrepresented
employees and increase the company’s
competitiveness. Mimecast also partnered with
a disability placement company called I Can!,
and with other organisations that are focused on
attracting and recruiting diverse talent such as
WomenTech Network, the Massachusetts LGBT
Chamber of Commerce and the Black Young
Professionals Network.
Dimension Data has also dug deeply into
the diversity and inclusion bucket to create a
focused strategy around equal employment and
opportunity.
“We have a benchmarking policy that
ensures people are paid equally for the same
job requirements, and we have a zero tolerance
policy for any harassment whatsoever, with a
third-party hotline for the reporting of sexual
harassment,” says Natalie Munemo, head of
sustainability and diversity at Dimension Data
MEA. We have a gender-neutral and wheelchairfriendly bathroom on every floor, have increased
the female representation in the leadership
team by 30% over the past two years, and have
compulsory disability awareness training for
managers and employees.”
Those paying attention to diversity and
inclusion across all the different touchpoints
and spheres are doing it with gusto. Dimension
Data’s list of diversity mandates and inclusion
solutions is an opus; Cummins is taking
inclusion seriously with its employee awareness
training, and both Mimecast and Tarsus are
paying consistent attention to the value of
people who are defined by diversity. And the
rest? It seems that perhaps the channel needs
a bit more of a shove to recognise the value of
diversity in the company, and how, as Herbst
puts it, celebrating what makes people different
is actually an advantage in a highly competitive
landscape.
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Financial
armour:
Protecting against the digital
protecting
pandemic
the digital
future

Resilience and strategy form the foundation for long-term and reliable security frameworks,

In 2021, email threats increased by 64%. This may sound like a statistic that should worry only the enterprise, but it’s
one that hit every single sector this year. In fact, cybercrime and cyberattacks are gaining ground globally, increasing in
intelligence and scale. From SolarWinds to Kaseya, high-profile cybercrime incidents have underscored the importance
of paying attention to cybersecurity and to investing to in security frameworks that can resiliently adapt to whatever
lies ahead. This is particularly true for the healthcare sector.
Even though healthcare companies don’t rank in top data breach lists, they are starting to gain statistical ground. The
HIPAA Journal revealed that there were 70 data breaches of 500 or more records reported in July 2021 alone – this
is a rate of two breaches per day and was actually lower than June 2021. The largest breaches included hacking,
ransomware, phishing, and brute force attack–a digital war on data and information that shows no sign of slowing,
and every sign of evolving to adapt to changing security standards and protocols.
This doesn’t mean, however, that the war is lost. Only that companies need to focus on solutions and services that
provide them with richer security control and capability. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
recently outlined best practice for ‘Developing Cyber Resilient Systems’, and in it the company highlighted how the
perimeter defence and penetration resistance approaches were no longer enough. Today, companies need to focus
on the keywords of resilience, design principles, cyber resilience, and strategy. These are the terms that outline a
cybersecurity framework that can fundamentally support the healthcare industry.

Resilience is perhaps the most important term to consider when unpacking the health of any institution’s
cybersecurity. The threat actors are intelligent and persistent, and they will exploit any vulnerability to achieve their
goals. Considering that the take-home prize of any successful attack can number in the millions of dollars, they’re
incentivised to succeed. So, a resilient security framework is one that doesn’t remove the traditional ways of securing
the organisation but rather adds to them, using technology and ingenuity to build an end-to-end, touchpoint-totouchpoint, security system. It removes the company’s reliance on one basket of security eggs – the firewall, the
network, the training – and instead creates a resilient approach that mitigates risks such as single point of failure,
and that ensures the system can continue functioning in the event of an attack.
This is perhaps the second and most important part of the security equation, particularly in the healthcare sector. If
systems are held to ransom, lives are at actual risk. This is why security has to be built by design on robust
principles and within a clear strategic framework that plans for the worst. Healthcare companies need to
know that their mission critical systems are protected and will remain online should an attack succeed. As NIST
points out, this doesn’t have to be perfect and it doesn’t have to include all functionality, but it needs to be enough
that operations can continue while the cyberthreat is managed.
The cybersecurity frontier is rapidly changing and evolving as cybercriminals and experts find new ways of attacking
and protecting the business. And this is where the healthcare sector needs to be – here, on the edge of security
innovation and change. Which is here after the final part of the resilient security framework steps in – managed
security. Managed security services are the proverbial soldiers on the cybersecurity frontlines and cut both the risk and
the cost. They are an immediate doorway to comprehensive security infrastructure with skilled experts ensuring that
security is aligned to industry best practice.
While cybersecurity remains complex and challenging, it’s not a zero-sum game. With the right partner and security
strategy in place, healthcare can continue its gargantuan effort to embed patient-centred care and leverage digital
transformation while keeping an eye on the risk. Security is a mindset, and it is one that can put the sector on a
solid and secure foundation for the future.
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THE BIG INTERVIEW

VMware’s
incredible journey
Like many other vendors, VMware is now pushing the adoption
of multicloud, which means partners have had to adapt.

By Matthew Burbidge

M
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local VMware office will bring in what it calls its
‘core team’ of experts, with competencies across
the company’s technology portfolio, such as enduser computing, virtual cloud and networking, or
containers.
As with all partner programmes, the more you
put in, the greater the rewards, but judging by
the number of local VMware partners, there’s a
great deal of commitment and hard work going
on. At the time of writing, VMware has eight
‘principal’ partners in the country, among them
companies such as Dimension Data, Datacentrix,
Business Connexion, EOH and Routed. All
these partners will have at least one ‘master
services competency’ (MSC) as well as one or
two solution competencies. One tier down, there
are a couple of dozen ‘advanced’ partners, and
slightly fewer in the ‘partner’ tier.

On the job

Wilson says attaining an MSC ‘is not an easy
achievement’ and partners will need to gather
three reference cases where they have
successfully implemented a VMware solution.
These will also be vetted by VMware.
He says training is supplied on demand and
can also be provided by local training companies
for certain MSC requirements, but that ‘not
everything can be taught from a textbook’.
“On-the-job training is absolutely vital, and
that’s why those three reference cases are
critical to making sure we give the partners the

»

ichael Wilson, the channel
manager for VMware SubSaharan Africa, joins the call
with The Margin and his boss
Lorna Hardie, and apologises
if he’s a little distracted. He says he’s expecting
a call from his wife, who’s been to get an
ultrasound to find out the genders of their twins,
and is ‘checking his phone every five seconds’.
It’s a measure of how our working lives are now
merged with the personal that he’s even on the
line, but then a similar picture has emerged in
many companies that have had to adjust their
business processes and culture.
After offering my congratulations, I ask how
ask how he’s seen the partner ecosystem evolve.
He says some customers and partners are
still nervous about moving everything to a
hyperscaler, what with the potential that their
data may be housed overseas.
“Customers like to work with local partners
with local entities and have a local cloud. We
provide a unique offering to customers because
we understand that one size doesn’t fit all.
“The achievement isn’t moving to the cloud,
it’s improving the application and getting the right
service from the cloud provider. You need to
make sure you pick and choose where you put
this data, application or code to ensure that you
get the best performance.”
All these choices will necessitate a technical
discussion with a customer, and Hardie says the

“If you’re not talking
to customers about
multicloud, another
partner is.”
Michael Wilson, VMware

right certifications on any MSCs.”
What’s the state of our skills in South Africa?
Are the partners run off their feet? What does
the skills landscape look like, and does VMware
have an emerging partner programme?
With the words hybrid and multicloud
seemingly on everyone’s lips, Wilson says skills
requirements have shifted dramatically, and
partners have had to keep pace with that shift.
“It’s not the fact that partners don’t have
skills, but they need to increase those skills
and pivot them away from a hardware focus to
applications. We’re talking on a day-to-day basis

MICHAEL WILSON,
VMware
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The impact of digital natives
in the workplace
Growing up integrated with technology creates a different mindset,
new skills, and a different set of expectations in the workplace.
their jobs easier and faster, leaving more
time for creativity and problem-solving.
Their ease of transition to technology
sets them apart. They can adopt new systems effortlessly,” Oosthuizen says.

Tech-savvy approach

Stefan Van Niekerk, Huawei Product Manager for
Server, Storage and Cloud, Pinnacle ICT and
Charlene Oosthuizen, Cloud Solutions
Manager, Pinnacle ICT

W

ith
chronic
skills
shortages across the
board in the technology sector, organisations need to attract,
and keep, the young talent that will power them forward to growth and success.
Charlene Oosthuizen, Cloud Solutions
Manager at Pinnacle ICT, and Stefan van
Niekerk, Huawei Product Manager for
Server, Storage and Cloud at Pinnacle
ICT, discuss the impact of digital natives
in the workplace.
“I call digital natives the ‘phone before spoon’ generation,” Oosthuizen says.
“Their first language is technology. Their
first impressions are probably of technology. Babies are able to scroll through
a phone before being able to use a spoon.”
While previous generations such as
boomers and Generation X have had to
adapt to their workplace, digital natives
expect the workplace to adapt to them
and will seek out companies whose values align with their own. Technology

excites and empowers them. They expect the latest technology to be available, and will be highly frustrated by old
or slow technology. More than any other
generation, digital natives prioritise an
eco-friendly and green approach, and
will actively look for ways to adopt this
in their own life and work.
Oosthuizen believes digital natives have
simple needs. “They want their workplace to be available where they are, and
they want to be able to do as much as possible with as little equipment as possible.
This generation does not want a massive
briefcase. They want a phone and tablet,
or a phone and small laptop. Using platforms and software, they prefer to choose
where, when and how they work, rather
than coming into the office.”
Digital natives question the status quo
and are enthused by change, whereas
previous generations are more comfortable doing things the same way they
have always been done. “Digital natives
will seek to make the routine aspects of

Contact us:
cloud@pinnacle.co.za

Given their digital capabilities and differing workplace needs, Van Niekerk advises that organisations find the middle
ground where digital natives can work
in harmony with the older generations
for the benefit of all. “Understand what
you require in this common ground,
and seek out the most relevant technology and training to help your organisation evolve. There must be a meeting of
minds between the older and younger
generations, and correct change management in place,” he says.
With digital natives being the leaders of the future, Van Niekerk advises
that employers use a common-sense approach in training, while giving them the
freedom to learn. “Don’t force them to do
things the way you think is best. Think
out of the box, rather than dictating every step. Make sure they have a good
foundation, and if they need guidance,
give it when and where it is required.”
The fresh ideas, energy and tech-savvy approach of digital natives can speed
up an organisation’s progress and impact
positively on the culture. Says Oosthuizen: “Within my own workplace, I
have seen the changes Pinnacle ICT has
made, introducing exciting new technology, and moving from a traditional
environment to one very accommodating towards digital natives. It’s amazing
to see the results. Communication has
improved, the way we do business has
changed, and everyone feels a valued
part of the organisation. Mentorship
and learning has become a two-way
street. We have never had a situation
where the older generations learn from
the younger in the workplace, but now
we do.”

»
“It’s been an
incredible journey.
But trust me, we work
our backsides off.
You have to work
damn hard.”
Lorna Hardie, VMware

to more and more developers and cloud-oriented
individuals about services around hybrid cloud.”
More partners with specialised skills are
moving through the partner programme, he adds,
and thus there are more skills that can be offered
to customers.
The company has a programme that takes
into account the conditions in emerging markets
(of which South Africa is one) and helps

partners elevate their status with lower revenue
thresholds, as well as providing some funding
for exams and courses. There are also no fees
associated with the programme in emerging
markets.

Change in engagement

Hardie says the partners are in the ‘teeth of
the storm’ with customers, and they’re helping
these businesses become more competitive. She
thinks the company is also well positioned to help
customers modernise their apps, and is driving a
multicloud strategy for wherever a service needs
to be delivered.
But for all this talk about modernisation and
multicloud, technology solutions still need to be
crafted by people, says Hardie. What has she
put in place since she started at the company
to make her staff more effective? She answers
by saying she has just spoken (in early October)
at the local office’s first in-person partner event
since the onset of the pandemic, and that is was
‘incredible to stand in front of an audience and
present and communicate with people’.
Like people the world over, she and her team
have been through a radical shift in how they
engage with one another digitally, and she says
she’s found it important to have conversations
with her team about things other than business.
She’s also had to change her management
style to focus on outputs, and not whether
someone was in the office or not.

What’s the culture like at VMware?
“If you ask anyone in this organisation why
they do what they do, or what brings them
back to work the next day, the culture will be
referred to, if not in the first sentence, then the
second,” she says. VMware takes a tremendous
amount of interest in its staff as well as its
customers.”
There are some great people in the company,
she says, and it was one of the reasons she
joined. Prior to VMware, Hardie was with Lenovo
and before that, she spent 16 years at HPE.
“It was fascinating meeting the individuals as I
went through the interview process. It’s fantastic
to work with them and I love those engagements.
It’s a hell of an innovative organisation, but it
doesn’t lose sight of its staff.”
Her husband died during the three years she’s
been with the company, and she says her team
and the organisation were there to support her,
something she believes ‘speaks mountains’.
“It’s been an incredible journey. But trust me,
we work our backsides off. You have to work
damn hard.”
Asked what advice he can give its partners,
Wilson says it needs them to ‘go deeper and
broader’.
“We can’t do everything as VMware. No
vendor can. They’re vital to VMware surviving. If
you’re not talking to customers about multicloud,
another partner is and you’ve got to be able to
change with the times.”
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The Hustle

The good, the bad and the
opportunities for ICT skills in SA
The new ICT Skills Survey is out: what did it find?

By Tracy Burrows

hile South Africa’s ICT skills gap
persists, this doesn’t necessarily
mean employment opportunities
for seasoned veterans. However,
this situation may well present
significant business opportunities for ICT
professionals.
This is according to the authors of the
2021 ICT Skills Survey carried out by Wits
University’s Joburg Centre for Software
Engineering (JCSE) in partnership with
the Institute of Information Technology
Professionals South Africa (IITPSA).
The survey, the 11th since 2008 and the
first since the start of the Covid-19 pandemic,
assessed what impact the pandemic and
lockdown have had on working conditions and
skills supply and demand in South Africa. It
found that specialised skills gaps remain, the
gig economy is not taking off yet, and that the
local ICT sector adapted well to the remote and
hybrid work environment.
But while the survey did not indicate major
changes in ICT skills supply and demand and
the way in which ICT practitioners work at this
stage, the study’s authors, Adrian Schofield,
production consultant at the IITPSA, and
Professor Barry Dwolatzky, director of the
JCSE, believe change is coming.

W

Skills demand – but not for veterans

ADRIAN
SCHOFIELD,
IITPSA

Where the survey indicates thousands of
vacancies in certain fields, Schofield says
he has had feedback indicating that highly
experienced ICT practitioners are not being
considered for these roles. “The pipeline of
suitable young candidates is inadequate, yet ICT
veterans, particularly men who are not B-BBEE
candidates, can find it difficult to secure
employment in the current market,” he says.
This could be in part due to inflated salaries
offered to graduates, who are then repeatedly
poached at ever-higher salaries, until they
become too expensive. ICT practitioners could
price themselves out of the market in as little as
10 years, say Schofield and Dwolatzky.

Real-sizing of ICT salaries

“It’s a fairly hungry job market where people with
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“In certain
categories, new
hires can start
at R40 000 per
month.”
Barry Dwolatzky, JCSE

good skills do get poached and offered bigger
salaries to move. Our Wits graduates all get
snapped up, and even hooked into bursaries that
ensure that they join companies that need those
skills. But because of the high demand, many of
them are paid more than what is realistic for an
entry-level person. In certain categories, new
hires can start at R40 000 per month,” says
Dwolatzky.
And due to current demand and hiring
practices, the right ICT skills might quickly move
up the ranks into management roles, where
their technical skills are no longer needed,
exacerbating the skills shortage and demand.
Schofield and Dwolatzky believe that
employers may need to right-size salaries and
practitioners will have to start trimming their
expectations to address skills gaps and ensure
that more qualified people are employed.
Offshoring and foreign competition
While salary expectations are high within
South Africa, the same cannot be said for other
regions of the world, where highly specialised
skills are available at a fraction of the cost.
South African organisations that have become
comfortable with remote workforces are likely
to harness more of these in future, eroding the
opportunities for local practitioners.
Dwolatzky says that his recent efforts to
source support for a website attracted a flood
of responses from India, and very few from
South Africa. “The organisation in India was
very competent and helpful, at a price around a
quarter of that quoted by local organisations. So
one can understand why local companies will be
looking abroad,” he says.
Schofield adds that foreign professionals are
also flocking to South Africa for work. “We still

get large numbers of applicants for critical skills
visas, many of them for offshore companies that
have local operations and that find it productive
to bring in skills from overseas. Another category
is African migrants – with significant numbers
coming from Nigeria and Zimbabwe.
“The competition comes from the fact that
some categories of practitioners are available
from outside of South Africa, and they can be
‘plugged in and switched on’,” he says. “The
locally produced pipeline comes with some
qualifications, but they are generally not workready, so companies taking them on will have to
invest in getting them work-ready, knowing they
could be poached.”

Jobs vs tasks

The changing market and growing competition
pave the way for a gig economy, in which
practitioners complete tasks rather than have
jobs, adds Dwolatzky.
“This word ‘job’ so permeates our culture,
and people define themselves by the jobs they
have. But we will see change in the future.
Instead of having a ‘job’ defined by attendance
at a workplace for a number of hours a day,
work will become a series of tasks or ‘gigs’.
The real gig economy is happening in systems
like Uber, and in informal and township
economies. ICT lends itself to the gig economy,
where gigs could be done from anywhere in the
world,” he says.
While a gig economy would present more
competition for locals, it also offers them new
global opportunities. “It cuts both ways – a
person here could be selling work anywhere
in the world. But you have to learn to be
entrepreneurial and sell yourself. It’s a very

crowded marketplace, so you have to stand out
somehow,” he says.

ICT skills platforms to emerge

Adapting to a gig economy may demand a new
mindset and new approaches, but could offer
local practitioners and entrepreneurs a range of
new opportunities. Says Dwolatzky: “It’s quite
a big jump to go from secure jobs to ensuring
you have marketable skills and selling them on a
market platform.
Adds Schofield: “The culture of a job is still
solidly entrenched in people’s minds, but the
change will come, and the facilitation work won’t
be done through HR and recruitment firms, but
through work brokers who get hold of the tasks
available and match them to people who are able
to complete those. We need to prepare people
for that culture even at junior level, so they
understand when leaving the education pipeline
that they might not receive salary slips and
might be paid per task in future. Those leaving
the employment pipeline at the other end will
have to learn to be willing to have their services
sold on their behalf, and trim their expectations
accordingly."
Dwolatzky says that unlike platforms such
as Uber, there are opportunities to reinvent gig
economy platforms to cut out foreign brokers
and bring the benefits home: “A group at the
University of the Western Cape law department
is currently looking at the gig economy model
for domestic workers, in which the workers
will cooperatively own the platform and all
the benefits and proceeds come to them.
There’s no reason why we can’t create similar
local platforms providing work in the digital
economy.”
Q4 2021 |
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Intelligent education for a post
pandemic world
As a result of the COVID-19 outbreak, academic institutes around the globe have shifted to online
learning as a replacement for on-campus delivery. In the past, e-learning was underutilized. However,
the current crisis forced the entire world to rely on it for education.
Marcus Tay,
Chief Technical
Director, Huawei
Cloud Southern
Africa

Donna Mostert,
Huawei Line of Business Manager, Mustek

A

lthough the 2021 academic year may end on a high
note—with rising vaccination rates—as a whole, it has
been one of the most challenging for educators and students in global history.
Covid-19 has resulted in schools shut across the world
at various points in time. As a result, education has changed dramatically, with the rise of e-learning, where teaching has been undertaken
remotely and on digital platforms.
For those who have access to the right technology, there is evidence
that learning online can be more effective in a number of ways.
To get the full benefit of online learning, there needs to be a concerted effort to provide a structure that goes beyond replicating a
physical classroom by use of video and a range of collaboration tools
and engagement methods that promote `inclusion, personalisation
and intelligence’, according to Donna Mostert, Huawei Line of Business Manager at Mustek. The success of online learning lies in having
access to the right technology.

A reputable and well-designed Learner Management System (LMS)
is the single biggest must-have and operating system for any educational institution; it’s the life blood through which all content, access,
and management of resources ensures that the school retains teachers and students. Students and parents are now expecting schools to
adapt and provide a digital option that is easy to use, and has a deep
understanding of the current and future needs of the school and all
its stakeholders.

Digital access
The analogue schools that do not adapt to an LMS that is world-class
may face the same fate as the encyclopaedias of the recent past, and
become irrelevant due to digital access and superior content that is always on and always available. One such LMS is ClassroomAPP developed by the Smart Ideas Group, which have partnered with Huawei
Technologies and Mustek Limited. It is designed with the educator and
student in mind, and is an all-in-one LMS that includes its own video

To learn more about this educational eco system, contact
huaweisales@mustek.co.za or 011 237 1000

Andre
Engelbrecht,
Enterprise
Channel Manager

Steven Tetluk,
MD, The Smart Idea Group

call software and AI to manage remote student activity, putting the
teacher in charge of the class with the tools to do it.
The Smart Idea Group has branches nationally, is well placed to install, train and support schools. It has worked closely with developers
and trainers to ensure that ClassroomAPP is relevant to South African
schools and education requirements. It has language options as well
as the ability to brand the LMS in order that it further enhance the
schools digital offering to students and parents, says Steven Tetluk,
MD of TSIG.
“We have pioneered what we call the `No Internet Classroom’ for
schools with erratic or slow internet,” says Tetluk, “which is essentially
a local server (which we call a `cube’) that provides the school with the
option to work onsite without the internet; the cube then synchronises and does a backup with the cloud overnight when bandwidth is less
constrained. All your IP is protected and backed up!”

True synergy
Over and above this, the requirement is for new productivity tools that
have been adapted to help educators as well as learners adapt to this
new normal to achieve true synergy and collaboration between their
devices and the cloud. This intelligent collaboration has become a critical enabler of digital transformation. What springs to mind when one
thinks of learning online is the necessity of a digital whiteboard, like
the Huawei IdeaHub, which affords educators the ability to collate all
ideas and information coming from multiple individuals into a single
space. IdeaHub makes education much easier with its expansive interactive screens supporting flexible online learning; the whiteboard
brings lessons to life and makes instructions clearer. IdeaHub redefines
education.
Mustek has partnered with Huawei to make it easy for South African educators to access Huawei Cloud services.
Mustek is the preferred Huawei Cloud distributor of many South

African businesses that enjoy the major benefits of the Huawei-Mustek partnership.
Mustek’s partnership with Huawei also means it is the only organisation that delivers local Huawei Cloud training through its Mecer
Inter-Ed academy – which boasts highly skilled and certified lecturers
and powerful educational tools.

Cloud journey
Marcus Tay, Chief Technical Director at Huawei Cloud Southern Africa, says Mustek is a strategic partner in South Africa.
“Mustek as a distribution partner has a significant range of highlyskilled engineers, pre-sales experts, and sales executives who can assist you with the correct technical know-how to scope out the SOW
(Statement of Work),” adds Andre Engelbrecht, Enterprise Channel
Manager.
“Although Huawei Cloud has been around for some time, the adaptation and overall cloud journey in the Western Cape region is relatively young. Huawei’s public cloud solution is based on our deep understanding of our enterprise customers and the adoption of all things
‘cloud-based’. In order to grow the market, we need to stay true to our
values of understanding what works for our customers and how our
technologies can help drive longevity and sustainable growth for our
customers.
“We are not ‘just another cloud provider’; we take the time to understand our customers’ needs and understand the complexities of their
cloud journey as there isn’t a one-size-fits-all cloud adaptation.
“There are many issues affecting education worldwide. In South Africa, we are faced with the poor quality of teaching and learning, the
lack of resources, the relationship between social problems and learners and many other known factors that no one talks about – being able
to bring quality educators to every learner in South Africa gives us a
glimpse of hope for the future of our youth.”

BUSINESS

Company profile

The sky’s the limit
It’s been a long journey for field sales management
software company Skynamo, but it now has a healthy
share of the global market.
By Tiana Cline

ith offices across the world and $30 million in funding secured in
February 2021, Skynamo is now recognised as a leader in field sales
management technology. Yet this Stellenbosch-based startup grew
from a group of technologists with the right skills finding a target
market that needed a solution they were capable of building.
“Our background is in technology. We had the technical competencies of software
development, specifically on Android and web applications, and we decided to form
a company looking into solutions,” says Skynamo’s CEO Sam Clarke. Honeybee, as
the company was first called, was formed in 2012 when one of Clarke’s close friends
started a business distributing drinks and found issues with the current solutions on
the market. “They just weren’t fit for purpose. We developed a proof of concept, tested
it with his users and he loved it. It was what he had been looking for…but we didn’t
have prices or contracts or anything. We signed them up and slowly started building
up a loyal customer base.”
Within six months, they began to sign up real customers (or as Clarke says, 'not
friends’), taking the time to build up the first, sellable version of Skynamo, a CRM and
order-taking platform designed specifically for businesses that sell products to other
businesses on a regular basis.

W
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WIM MORRIS
Skynamo

“The expectation from users is that sales
technology should be as easy to use as
consumer software.”

»

Sam Clarke, Skynamo

“Most B2B CRMs are designed for businesses
that sell once-off to new customers. Skynamo is
fundamentally different because it is built around
recurring product sales,” says Clarke. “Many of
our customers sell to retailers. The relationship
you have when your product is being replenished
is very different to the relationship you have with
a customer where they buy once, and then you
sell to them again in five years’ time.”

Unexpected challenges

“Skynamo is a business that serves clients
of all sizes really well. One of the things
I’m most proud of is that we recently got
the renewal contract for the first customer
that we ever signed,” says Clarke. “When
a company starts going global, they forget
about their South African client base and
that's something that we've specifically not
done. Our local client base is as important
to us today as it was last year or the year
before.”

The search for funding

One of the company’s biggest growth
challenges was securing funding, a
harrowing journey that Clarke describes
as ‘long and very difficult’. During their
seed and angel stages in around 2016, they
tried to secure local funding to match their
customer base but found it difficult to access
capital in South Africa. “The majority of
funders in South Africa are well positioned
to finance capital-intensive businesses,” says
Clarke, and ‘high-tech companies don’t work
like that’. Skynamo began to seek investment
overseas, looking for funders to fit their
value-based business mode, which it found
with US-based Five Elms Capital, a global
growth equity firm.
“The part that I really love about Skynamo
is that we actually help other businesses to
become successful,” adds Morris. “Where
companies once struggled, after they
implement Skynamo, suddenly both their
employee’s lives and business performance is
better. We can see it when our customers add
more and more users – it's really a fulfilling
position to be in.”

»

Clarke believes salestech is an interesting
field to be in. “You think it would have settled
down, but it really hasn’t,” he laughs, adding
that the move towards becoming cloud-based
and bringing the user into the equation is
what has really consolidated the salestech
market. “The expectation from users is that
sales technology should be as easy to use as
consumer software. The days of having some
clunky interface that you just have to live
with have passed.” On the other side, people
expect tools and applications that are hyperfocused and can cater to a business’ specific
use case. This is where Skynamo comes in.
“We've taken a very specific type of
business and a very specific type of
interaction, and we've built a platform that is
really intuitive, easy to use and is for people
who do that specific thing,” he says. One of
Skynamo’s main strengths is its ability to
integrate other tools. “The sales technology
in an organisation doesn't live in isolation to
all the other information in the organisation.
Everything is cloud-based. Everything
is cloud-based (Skynamo uses AWS),
everything's got an API – I need your solution
to speak to my solution.”
While Skynamo started with very few
employees, in 2020, it grew its employee
count 42%, and the year before, it was 45%.
Today, it has close to 10 000 users at nearly
1 000 companies across a wide range of

industries and was named Sage ISV Partner
of the Year in 2019. Skynamo has clients as
far afield as Japan, New Zealand, Australia,
the Middle East, North America and Europe,
but remains proud of its South African
heritage, even wearing socks with the SA flag
at big meetings.
“We’ve really managed to grow the
business from a small core team into a
business that is busy reaching all over the
globe,” says Wim Morris, Skynamo’s COO.
“It's always harder to grow a business
than you think – there are always so many
unexpected challenges. I’m proud but also
humble because it means that every day
there are a few more challenges to deal with.”

“It's always harder
to grow a business
than you think –
there are always so
many unexpected
challenges.”
Wim Morris, Skynamo
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Channel news

Channel news
Just what has the channel been up to?
Compiled by Matthew Burbidge

NTT sets sights on net zero emissions by 2040

NTT says it wants to achieve net zero emissions across its operations by 2030 and across its value
chain a decade later. It’s also working towards powering its 600 000-square metre global datacentre
division, across 20 countries, with 100% renewable energy by 2030. Other measures include engaging half
of its workforce in conservation initiatives in their local communities as well as ensuring that more than half
the workforce will belong to diversity categories of gender, race, sexual orientation, socioeconomic background
and disability. It also plans on doubling the diversity of its executive leadership team by 2025,, with an emphasis
on female representation. It will help partners and customers in decreasing 200m tonnes of greenhouse gases by
2026.
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Software AG helps rebuild after looting
Software AG says it is helping to repair the Innovation Co-Lab in
Durban, which was destroyed by rioters in July. Over R1.6 million
worth of equipment was destroyed. Software AG has secured
funding from its Darmstadt head office in Germany to start repairing
the centre. The company, along with the Innovate Durban non-profit,
set up the centre in Cato Manor in 2019/2020. Between 80 and 90 students used
it regularly, and also attended training courses. As Kholiwe Makhohliso, Software
AG country VP, says, the centre provided tools, resources and information,
and ‘was a place where budding entrepreneurs could innovate and create
opportunities; that was taken away from them in a matter of days’. While KwaZuluNatal bore the brunt of the violence, many small businesses in Alexandra township
near Sandton were also damaged or destroyed. Now, the company has partnered
with the Department of Small Business Development and other technology players
to build the Alexandra Hub, which will provide township youth-owned startups
and innovators with the opportunity to connect with digital technologies. Ndazi
Nokoane, Software AG’s transformation manager, says she hopes the lab will help
business owners to get back on their feet.
“We know that history will not remember the wake of destruction left by the
unrest, but, rather, how we rallied together to pick up the pieces and move
forward as a stronger, smarter and unified nation,” says Makhohliso.

iOCO enables local legacy
transitions with Fortinet
Secure SD-WAN
Fortinet’s SD-WAN solution is seeing strong uptake
in the market as enterprises make the move from legacy
infrastructure to improve their security postures, according to
iOCO. Brett van Rensburg, sales director at iOCO Compute,
says he’s seeing this shift accelerate due to the
increased adoption of both public and private
cloud, and with it, an increased focus on security.
He says Fortinet has now converged security
and networking in a single device, and its next
generation firewall (NGFW) has proved to be a
successful SD-WAN solution. iOCO’s security
offering is based on Fortinet’s NGFW
portfolio, and Networks Unlimited is its
distribution partner.
Brett van Rensburg, iOCO

Kholiwe Makhohliso, Software AG

iiDENTIFii gets down to business
with Microsoft
It’s been just a few years since iiDENTIFii launched its
remote biometric platform, and now it’s reached Microsoft
co-sell partner status. The solution is hosted on Azure,
and will also be available on the Microsoft commercial
marketplace and be part of the Microsoft Global Partner
Network. Chief strategy officer Lance Fanaroff says the
co-sell status marked a milestone for the company and
its cloud solution will mean greater visibility to more
customers. The biometric solution means that corporates
can verify an individual’s identity in real-time using a selfie
and ID document. This is then checked against the Home
Affairs database. The solution is available as an app or
an SDK. Fanaroff says the South African uptake of digital
authentication and onboarding solutions is in its infancy,
but is on a rapid growth curve, which was spurred on by
Covid-19. The company’s solution has also been included in
Standard Bank’s OneHub platform.

Lenovo second quarter results
Strong growth for Veeam in Q3
As Veeam blows out 15 candles on its birthday cake, it also reports
it has grown its annual recurring revenue 28% year-over-year in
the third quarter. In the climate of increased threats, it also reports the fastest
revenue growth of 25.3% among those polled in the most recent IDC tracker for data
replication and protection.

The Lenovo Group reports record quarterly results,
which it thinks is due to quicker digitalisation and IT
upgrades of devices, infrastructure and apps. For
its second quarter results for 2021 and 2022, the
company almost doubled group revenue to $17.9 billion,
up 23% year-on-year. It’s Infrastructure Solutions
Group recorded sales of $1.97 billion, and while it’s
nearing break-even, it still recorded a $17 million loss.

Logitech in the frame with Mustek
As distributed workforces drive demand for high-quality video conferencing, Logitech has announced a partnership with
Mustek to meet growing demand. Logitech has a large range of video conferencing solutions for conferences, meeting rooms and
personal workspaces of all sizes.
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SUMEETH SINGH,
VMware SSA

Beyond Softwareas-a-Service
What’s going on in the SaaS space?
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By Matthew Burbidge

t’s been almost exactly
a decade since Mark
Andreessen, the well-known
co-founder of venture capital
firm Andreessen Horowitz,
wrote in the Wall Street Journal that ‘software
is eating the world’. The intervening years
have, of course, shown this to be true, but
it’s only fairly recently that the as-a-service
model has come to prominence. The SaaS
market is forecast to reach $122.6 billion
this year, according to Gartner, which
also has something to do with the rise of
the cloud. This is a good time to be in the
SaaS business, and The Margin convened
a discussion with four channel players to
explore the possibilities.
First on the call is Mark Robson,
executive director and cofounder of PRP
Solutions, which, as he explains, is a people
management, or workforce management,
software tool that ‘fits between your HR and
payroll system’.
PRP’s solution seems to be a
comprehensive one, and focuses on the
operational side of people management, such
as scheduling according to business demand,

I

integration with a time and attendance
solution, calculation of payroll information,
and forecasting of labour costs. It interfaces
with its clients’ existing HR system and its
data drives their payroll process. He says it
also has an employee communications portal
that saw strong uptake during the Covid era,
when workplaces changed dramatically.

Early adopters

“When we started in 2008, Softwareas-a-Service, or cloud-based software
applications, was still in its infancy, and it
was often quite difficult to convince clients
of the benefits of the model,” he says.
“There were a lot of concerns about the
cloud architecture. These days, it’s accepted,
but we had a lot of clients in the beginning
that were quite reluctant and wanted to
set things up in the traditional way on their
premises. Actually, in every case, we said to
them, let’s start off using our cloud offering,
and if you want to change, we can deploy an
instance in your environment. None of them
have done that.”
He says its architecture works extremely
well in distributed environments, and it’s

being used by some large businesses, such
as the Bidvest Group, SAB, Coca-Cola and
Tsebo Group, among others.
PRP’s software is now used to manage
about 160 000 employees worldwide, and
it’s also opened a sales office in Europe.
Andre de Meyer, sales director at IFS,
Africa region, interjects, and wants to know
from Robson if it can host the IFS business
solution for a client.
Robson demurs, saying it’s an application
provider, and houses its solution in a
private cloud at the Internet Solutions (IS)
datacentre.
“That’s where I come in,” says Sumeeth
Singh, cloud provider manager at VMware
SSA. He looks after all the private VMware
cloud providers in Sub-Saharan Africa, he
says, and promises to put De Meyer in touch
with a channel partner.
De Meyer says his client wants a secure,
private hosted cloud solution.
Singh says he has partners that can fit
into any of those models, be it on-prem,
cloud or hyperscale cloud, but adds that it
appears The Margin’s roundtable has been
derailed.

»
“When we started in
2008, Software-asa-Service was still in
its infancy, and it was
often quite difficult to
convince clients of the
benefits of the model.”
Mark Robson, PRP Solutions

MARK
ROBSON,
PRP Solutions
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MEYER,
IFS
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“The partners I work with would typically not just sell Technology-asa-Service, but manage and operate it on behalf of an end-customer.”
Sumeeth Singh, VMware SSA

The Margin: Never let it be said that
no business gets done at a Margin
roundtable, but Mark (Robson), why did
you go with IS?
Robson pauses, as though trying to
remember the reasoning behind its original
decision.
“We started there in 2008 and we’ve just
developed the relationship since then. I think
we were one of the early competitors in our
space that went for a cloud solution and a
lot was based on credibility. IS’ services are
pretty good, and it gave us a lot of credibility
among our big corporate clients.”

Routes to market

VMware’s Singh says that in his business,
there are two distinct routes to market.
One route is VMware cloud provider
partners that have built infrastructure,
40
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backed by VMware technology, and are then
offering that to end-customers to host their
workloads.
“The other model, the managed service
provider (MSP) model, is where partners
utilise VMware software – our technology
that we host – but offer it to their customers
wrapped with their managed services,” he
says, adding that this can be solutions such
as Security-as-a-Service, Cost optimisationas-a-Service or Device management-as-aService, for example.
He says the topic under discussion is
right up his alley, “because my core focus is
enabling partners to not only offer managed
services to end-customers, but to also gain
a monetisation opportunity because they can
add their unique skillset to manage these
SaaS offerings on behalf of their customers.
It’s not just a resell model of SaaS.

“The partners I work with would typically
not just sell Technology-as-a-Service, but
manage and operate it on behalf of an endcustomer.”
He says he has about 60 partners that are
offering VMware cloud services as well as
managed services across the region.
The Margin: How do you support the
partners?
“Each partner has a unique value
proposition that allows them to each have
an equal share, or at least a slice of the
pie, because they play in specific niche
areas. I’ve got partners that offer pure
Infrastructure-as-a-Service in a channel
model. They don’t offer managed services
and their model is aimed at SMMEs that
will resell cloud without needing to build
out their own infrastructure. Then I’ve got
partners who work predominantly in the

Best in class

De Meyer is a veteran of the technology
world, and spent 17 years with SAP. He’s
now been with IFS for about six-and-a-half
years, which earlier this year appointed local
company Technodyne as the sole distributor
for IFS software in Sub-Saharan Africa.
IFS is an ERP vendors that services the
aerospace and defence, energy and utilities
verticals. It also has lots of customers in the
engineering and construction areas, and in
manufacturing and the services industries.
“Our philosophy is that we try to be the
best at what we do, and not be everything
for everyone. There are much bigger ERP
vendors than us.”
IFS, he says, like most of the world, has
moved to a cloud environment.
It also has a partner incentive programme
that provides discounts, as well as skills
training to empower partners.
“We assist them as a service provider, and
in terms of how they partner from a product
platform perspective. We also co-design
strategies so they can become a knowledge
partner and build programmes for Softwareas-a-Service.”

»

managed services space, and they then
buy cloud/infrastructure services from
one of my other partners. It’s a co-petitive
framework.”
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“By putting this local ecosystem in place, we’ve
been able to provide localised resource skills based
on the local value proposition.”
Vishalan Moodley, TechSoft International

Vishalan Moodley, senior solutions
consultant at TechSoft International, joins
the call and says he represents the United
States-based TIBCO in the Sub-Saharan
region. TIBCO stands for ‘the integration
bus company’ and it has its origins from
the integration work it did for the New York
Stock Exchange. He says TIBCO picked
TechSoft as its local BEE partner and that
before its involvement, TIBCO products
were priced in dollars, which caused
fluctuations. Now there’s a rand price book
that was defined for the year.
TIBCO has 52 partners in Sub-Saharan
Africa that can onsell TIBCO technology
and deliver services. “We’ve localised

the partners, the pricing and the skillset
to ensure there’s continuity. We’ve built
the entire go-to-market on the partner
ecosystem. By putting this local ecosystem
in place, we’ve been able to provide
localised resource skills based on the
local value proposition.
“We build solutions with partners in
South Africa. The OEM gives them a
massive discount, and then they make the
money on their services and platform and
are able to onsell and upsell. It’s only
when you sell the technology to your
customer that you then start paying us
back, like a royalty fee on the licences
you use.”

VISHALAN
M O O D L E Y,
TechSoft
International
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Partner awards

Microsoft
rewards partners
Compiled by Matthew Burbidge

Lionel Moyal

icrosoft South Africa hosted
its annual Partner Awards,
again online, towards
the end of September to
reward deserving partners,
particularly those who have succeeded
in the face of ongoing challenges for
businesses.
Lionel Moyal, Global Partner Solutions
director, Microsoft South Africa, says its
diverse ecosystem is critical to launching

M
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products and services as well as building
skills to enable digital transformation.
Gijima Holdings was announced as
this year’s MD Partner of the Year. Gijima
specialises in cloud technologies, and
enterprise solutions and services to
improve productivity, increase efficiency
and improve customer engagement. It’s a
Gold Partner and winner of 10 Microsoft
Partner Network awards since 2012. This
includes being named the 2016 Microsoft

Messaging and Communications Partner of
the Year, and finalists in the Datacentre and
Cloud Productivity categories. It is also the
first local organisation to earn the Microsoft
Advanced Specialisation: Windows Server
and SQL Server Migration to Microsoft
Azure certificate. This is awarded to
partners recognised for their knowledge
and skill within Azure, particularly around
migrating Windows-based workloads to
Azure.

CATEGORY

FINALISTS

WINNER

New or Emerging ISV Partner of
the Year

The Awareness Company
iiDENTIFii
Magic Orange

iiDENTIFii

MD Partner of the Year

Gijima Holdings

InfoVerge Solutions

New or Emerging Services
Partner of the Year
Modern Work Partner of the Year

4Sight Acctech
BUI
Cloud Essentials
Mint Group
Omega Digital Services

Mint Group

Security Partner of the Year

BUI
Netsurit
Phakamo Tech

BUI

Azure Infrastructure Partner of
the Year

BUI
Gijima Holdings
Netsurit

BUI

Data & Analytics Partner of the
Year

Altron Karabina
Ascent Technology
Nebula

Altron Karabina

≥ Accolades rain down on
Gijima

Artificial Intelligence Partner of
the Year

iiDENTIFii
Mint Group
Praelexis

Praelexis

Application Development Partner
of the Year

4Sight Acctech
Altron Karabina
Tangent IT Solutions

Tangent IT Solutions

Gijima has been named as the Huawei
Partner of the Year at a ceremony in Dubai.
In a statement, Gijima said both companies
have been at the forefront of the shift to the
cloud in South Africa, and have played a
significant role in creating a unified platform
for government departments. Aside from
the Microsoft award, it also won an SAP
award in the Time to Value category for
completing an SAP project for Lenmed and
was a finalist in the Innovation category for
its SAP solution for the Gauteng Department
of Health.

Just Dynamics Software
Solutions

Dynamics 365 Business Central
Partner of the Year
Dynamics Customer Engagement
Partner of the Year

Enterprisecloud
EY
Mint Group

Enterprisecloud

Dynamics Finance & Operations
Partner of the Year

Decision Inc.
nKusi-IT
KPMG
Parity Software

Parity Software

Business Applications Power
Platform Partner of the Year

4Sight AccTech
Mint Group
Ukuvuma Solutions

Mint Group

CSP Indirect Provider of the Year

First Distribution
Liquid Intelligent Technologies
Tarsus on Demand

Tarsus on Demand

Commercial Channel Partner of
the Year

Altron Karabina
NTT Dimension Data
First Technology Group

NTT Dimension Data

Microsoft Consulting Services
Partner of the Year

BUI
Gijima Holdings
Mint Group

Mint Group

Industry Solution - Public Sector
Partner of the Year

Mint Group
Boxfusion

Boxfusion

Industry Solution - FSI Partner of
the Year

InQuba
Praelexis
SilverBridge

InQuba

Gijima chairperson Robert Gumede
and Huawei South Africa’s director of
Partner Development, Bai Yudong

≥ CONTEXT announces
Distributor of the Year
CONTEXT ChannelWatch, one of the world’s
largest online IT-reseller surveys, named
its distributors of the year at the end of
October. As part of the survey, resellers
nominate distributors they work with for the
awards.
First Distribution won the Top
Customer Service Distributor of the Year,
Top AV Distributor of the Year and Top
CyberSecurity Distributor of the Year.
AXIZ won the Overall Distributor of The
Year, Top Value Add Distributor of the Year
and the Top UC Distributor of the Year.
Tarsus won the Top Innovation Distributor
of the Year, Top Logistics Distributor of the
Year, Top Retail Partner Distributor of the
Year and the Top Cloud Distributor of the
Year.
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closing
thoughts
BY CHRIS

NORTON, VEEAM

Containerisation:
What’s not to like?
There’s a growing awareness that
containerisation brings a whole lot of
efficiencies to the business.
he emergence of Kubernetes
and containerisation is
arguably more important for
the evolution of computing
than virtualisation and is
poised to see massive uptake in the coming
years. One doesn’t need to be a CIO to
appreciate the business value it brings.
Demystifying the technology provides
technology decision-makers with the tools
to plot their digital transformation roadmaps.
At its core, containerisation allows for the
development of scalable applications that
can be deployed quicker and more securely.
Kubernetes is an open-source containerorchestration platform.
In any industry, or any technology, you
have a physical layer, a virtual layer, the
application layer, and then the data. Instead
of having a physical operating system
and applications that run on top of the
operating system, with the data above that,
Kubernetes sits between the application and
the operating system, and it virtualises the
application, not the physical infrastructure.
Developers can remove a component
without affecting the application. They can
work on it, delete it, and move it. It can be
shifted between private and public cloud,
and back to physical infrastructure.
What’s the business case? Cost
optimisation, availability, flexibility, and
portability of infrastructure. It’s highly
available and it's cost-effective because of
the simplification of the environment. You
can run it on the cheapest platform you
can find, with tools that can automatically
shift workloads between public clouds to
minimise costs, while it can also be moved
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There’s already a groundswell of containerisation
in South Africa and, globally, the use case
playbook is increasing.
between public and private clouds. This is
possible because it is a cloud-native and
vendor-agnostic technology.
As with all new technologies, there are
generally two phases of coming to the
market. The first is where we are now in
South Africa, the awareness and conversion
phase. During this period, proponents work
to make companies feel comfortable with the
technology, prove that it is safe, that it can
be securely backed up, and that there are
supporting technologies and ecosystems.
The next phase is commoditisation and
will see almost everyone using it. There’s
already a groundswell of containerisation
in South Africa and, globally, the use case
playbook is increasing.

Scaling up

What of security? Security should always
be built-in, not bolted on, and every
company needs a robust backup and
recovery strategy. This strategy exists for
two eventualities: recovery in the event of
a disaster, and cyber resilience to be able
to back up and recover in the event of a
breach.

We all know that its not a matter of if this
will happen, but when. So, when designing
the most robust backup and recovery
strategy’, I always advocate a 3-2-1-1-0
strategy: three copies of the data, two on
different media, and one completely offsite,
of which one is immutable, with zero
errors. If a company designs its backup and
recovery environment along those lines, it
will have built robust cyber resilience.
Young people looking to go into careers
in IT and those already in the workplace
already know about AI and ML as good
bets for developing skills that will be in
high demand. The move to containerisation
means that companies and partners are not
just increasing their teams by one or two
people, but they’re bracing for increased
demand by doubling, tripling and, in some
instances, even quadrupling their Kubernetes
skills investments.
If a parent or young person asked me
today where to specialise in IT, alongside
AI and ML, I would tell them that within five
years, Kubernetes experts will be in massive
demand, alongside specialists who can
design and manage robust data strategies.
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It’s smart. It’s adaptable.
The future of storage is here.
Presenting PowerStore.

Rooftop gardens -

landscape innovation
Rooftop gardens and green roofs have been around for many decades,
especially in highly populated urban areas such as cities and towns. Initially,
rooftop gardens were used mainly to provide insulation in cold northern
hemisphere climates. These days, with limited ‘green’ space, rooftops gardens
are used to reduce the heat island effect in cities, reduce stormwater run-off
and flash-floods, create small safe havens for insects and birds, and beautify
the environment. In essence, this is a creative and functional way of reducing
reliance on municipal water, saving water, and preventing pollution.
Rooftop gardens can be as simple as a few container plants artfully arranged
in an open space, or as complex as a fully waterproofed and vegetated roof
surface. In a rapidly growing urban environment with limited space, many
people are choosing to live in flats, apartments, and townhouses. A rooftop
garden or landscape is ideal for those living in homes without gardens.
They make use of unused or underused space and are great for plants and
veggies that require full sun. Veggies such as tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers,
peas and beans, tall corn and rambling squashes, carrots, radishes, beets,
kohlrabi, fennel, potatoes, and onions are ideal for rooftop food gardens
(but may require some protection from the wind in some areas). If you are
looking more at an aesthetic landscape, consider hardy, sun-loving, locally
endemic plants such as indigenous Highveld grasses, succulents or fynbos
(all appropriately hydrozoned).
Remember that there are a number of factors to consider when implementing
a rooftop garden or landscape:
• Make sure your structure/building/roof can support the load of a rooftop
garden (Engineering requirements will apply). Using lightweight planting
materials such as vermiculite, perlite, and sphagnum moss alleviates the
problem of weight, and absorb and hold water well.
• Rooftop environmental conditions such as full sun and strong wind
can be tough on plants. If necessary, provide shading for more delicate
plants, and buffers (for users and plants) to prevent excessively windy
conditions.
• Speak to an expert if you are interested in implementing a fully planted
green roof. You may need to consult with a structural engineer or architect
to conduct a structural analysis of your building.
• A simpler, more cost-effective solution is to use containers and raised
plant beds. Lightweight containers are ideal as they are portable, flexible
in use, and affordable. You can really get creative and can easily change
the design as required!
Rooftop gardens are environmentally-friendly, water–saving, creative,
innovative, space-saving solutions to a limit in garden and landscape space.
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